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Dear Reader.
EnclOsed Is the Environmental Assessment (fA) tOf McMuny OB Company's proposed Jonah
Prospect Field natural gas development prOject tOf your review and camment. Comments
should be received by the BLM no Jater than July 5. 1994. Comments should be sent to:
District Manager
Bureau Of Land Monagement
P.O . Box 1869
Rock Springs. WV 82902
Your comments wUl be evaluated and tully considered prior to making a finding Of either no
Slgnltlcant Impact or Slgnltlcant Impact. Should a finding Of no Slgnltlcant Impact be made. a
decISIon recOfd will be prepared. Signed. and Iswed.

BLANK PAGE

Should you have questions. please teel free to call enher Tom Curry In the Pinedale Resource
Area Office at (307) 367-4358 Of Teni Deakins In the Rock Springs District Office at (307) 382-5350.
Sincerely.

Ck7J

,;'0 . ji;,~

Areo Manager
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MCMURRY OIL COMPANY
JONAH PROSPECT FIELD NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
CHAPTER I • INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Depanmenl of IDlerlor. Blm3u of Land Managemenl (BLM). prepared this Environmenlal

Assessment (EA) to

~va1uate

and disclose potential environmental impacts of development of a new narural gas

field known as the Jonab Prospecl Field (Jonab Field. projecl mal. McMurry Oil Company (McMurry)
proposes 10 drill 40 DaIW'al gas wells and conslIUCI associaled well pads. access roads . gathering and sales

pipeline systems; ex,and an rxisting compressor station; and include a w~ard at their existing office site.
The Jonab Field coDlains 17 mineral leases issued 10 McMurry Oil Company by the federal governmenl for the
purpose of exploring for and developing oalUral gas reserves . The Jonab Field projecl uu coDlains 15.554
federal mineral/federal surface acres. 640 federal mineral/privale surface acres. and 640 swe acres. The
project uu is 10000ed in the DOrthWest poniOD of the southeasl quadranl of Sublette COUDIy. Wyoming. Federal
surface and federal minerals aIC administered by the BLM. Rock Springs Districl. by the Pinedale and the
Green River Resource Areas (see General LOCaIioD Map).
Developmenl of the Jonab Field is new. there being no other oil or gas developmenlS withiD the viciniI}' .
EXlensive narural gas development occurs approximalely 15 miles southwesl in the Blue Foresl field and 24
miles wesl in the Easl LaBarge field.
The Proposed ActioD consislS of the following :
•

Drilling. completing. lesling. and producing 40 DaIW'al gas wells within the Jonab Field project
uu;

•

Construction of 40 well pads and approximately 24 miles of access roads to well sites;

•

ConslIUctiOD of approximalely 24 miles of gathering pipeline (2- 10 4-incb OulSide Diameler
(0.0 .» ;
ConslIUctioD of two 4- 10 8-incb 0 .0 . sales pipelines: 7.6 miles of the Jonab-North. and 21.2
miles of the Jonab-Wesl; and
Additional facilities including a wareyard addition to the existing office area and possible
expansion of me existing compressor stalion.

•

Currently. seven wells have been drilled. These wells represent discovery. confirmation, and field delineation
wells. Proposed drilliDg aclivilies are expeeled througb 1998 with approximalely <igbl wells drilled eacb year.
This EA was prepared pursuanl 10 the National EnvironmeDlaI Policy Acl (NEPA) of 1%9 and subsequenl
regul alion adopled by Ibe Council on Environmenlal Qualil)' (40 CFR 15(0) and Ibe BLM . This EA is inlended
10 be a concise public document that analyzes the probable and known environmental impacts of the Proposed

Action and project alternatives upon the human environment and reaches a conclusion of tbtir significance.
This EA. following public review and comment, will provide sufficient documentation and analysis to allow the
BLM to determine whether the impactS are significant (thereby requiring an Environmental Impact Statement
will be prepared) or a Finding of No SigDificanl Impact (FONSI) can be supponed.
This EA will guide implementation of the Proposed Action or the alternative and will facilitate preparation of
subsequenl silc·specific EAs within the project area. Site-specific EAs will be reqUired for eacb well and access
road/pipeline corridor. sale pipelines. and other associated facilities on public lands administered by the BLM.

Project Location Map
JONAH PROSPECT
Rock Sprinp District, Wyominc

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ISSUES

PURPOSE AND NEED
Private exploration and development of federal minerals is authorized and encouraged by me Mineral Leasing
Ac. of 1920. as amended. Ibe Federal Land Poliey and Managemen. Ac. of 1976. as amended. and Ibe Federal
Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Ac. of 1988. Leasing of federal minerals encourages produc.ion of
domestic oil and natural gas reserves to reduce the dependence on foreign cnergy supplies.
The purpose of McMurry ' s Proposed Action is to allow (or the efficient m:overy of natural gas reserves in the

ISSUE
I.

Po.en.ial impacts

'0 nesting rap.ors.

,WUJ planlS.

2.

Special

3.

Sensi.ive, threatened, or endangered animal species.

4.

PoIen.ial impacts '0 sage grouse br<eding - nesling babiw and win.... range.

Jonah Field project area.

SCOPING, CONSULTATION, AND COORDINATION
On November 9, 1993. the BLM issued a scoping notice to gOVenmr:Dt agencies. environmental organizations.
indus.ry represenwives. inlefeS.ed individuals. affected in•.,... bolders. and gruing permittees. The scoping
notice desaibed McMurry's proposal and reques.ed COIlllDODIS andIor concerns about Ibe Proposed Action and
Ibe eXien. of Ibis documen.. A copy of Ibe sooping DO.ice is provided in Appendix A. The COIlllDOD. period
closed December 10. 1993.

Nineteen COIlllDOD. letters were received. Those respooding included: Wyoming Departmen. of Environmenlal
Quali!)' (Wyoming DEQ). Wyoming Game and Fish Departmen. (WGFD). Rice Enletprises. Wyoming Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission. Wyoming Independen. Produc:cn Association. Corps of Engineers. The
Geological Survey of Wyoming. Wyoming Division of Parks and Culrural Resoun:es. Enron Oil and Gas
Company. The Nature Conservancy. U.S. Fisb and Wildlife Service, Medicine Wbeel Alliance - Nonhero
Cbeyenne Culrural Commission, Sublette Wildlife Association, CNG Producing Company, Environmenlal
Pro.ection Agency, a private individual, and Ibe Public Service Commission.
Severalleuers endorsed Ibe Proposed Action. OIhers letters endorsed Ibe proposal bUi iden.ified specific
concerns aD specific resources. These concerns, in addition to those issues raised iDtcmaJly by BLM's resource
special isIS, an: summarized in Table I.

'0

The U.S. Fisb and Wildlife Service (USFWS), in response sooping, providtxl a iist of federally endangered,
Ibrea.ened. proposed, and candida.e species wbich may occur in Ibe vicini!)' of Ibe Jonah Field project area;
their response is included as Appendix B. In addition. information on state plant species of concern was
ob.ained from Ibe Wyoming Natural Diversi!)' Data Base (WNDDB). and is "vailable for teview in Ibe Pinedale
and Green Rive:r Resource: Area offices and in the: Rock Springs District officc.

5.

Po.en.ial impacts '0 Subl ...e an.elope spring/fall migration route.

6.

Revegetation, restoration of sbon-term distwbance and long-term stabilization. Control of
ooxious weeds.

7.

Po.en.ial con/Iicu wilb livestock grazing and range improvemenlS.

8.

Po.en.ial impacts on pre-historic and historic raoun:a.

9.

Increase drilling related tnfIic on feden! and state highWays, and increased public aa:ess '0
Ibe area.

10.

Po.en.ial social and economic impacts '0 local con!Dllmiti...

II.

Po.ential impacts on w..... quali!)" boIb surface w..... and gnnmdwater. Cooc:ern over lack
of data on groUDdwater.

12.

Po.en.ial impaclS air quali!)" especially maintaining visual quali!)' of Ibe Bridger and
Fitzpatrick Wilderness Areas.

13.

Po.en.ial impacts on wetland andlor riparian areas.

14.

I

'0

Po.en.ia1 impacts on paleon.ology. specifically in Ibe Laney and Wilkins Peal; Members of
the Green River Formation.

IS .
16.

Hazardous substances including release of H2S.
Po.en.ial impacts '0 wildlife babita. and fisb babita. (if water deple.ed from Colorado River
system).

The USFWS listed several -sensitive- species that may occur in the area and requested review of BLM's
determination document. This EA will serve as the biological assessment for the project and USFWS will be
provided an opponunity to comment on the adequacy of the impact assessment.

17.

Human safe!)' and domes.ic animal ;ate!)' .

AUTHORIZING ACTIONS AND RELATIONSHIP TO STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
A list of permits. approvals . and authorizing actions necessary to construct, operate. maintain. and abandon
McMurry's Proposed Action and a1.ernatives (excep. Ibe No Action Al.ernative) is listed in Table 2. This list is
in.ended provide only an overview of key regulatory requiremenlS Ibo. would govern project implemenwion.
Addi.ional approvals. pennilS, and aUlborizing ac.ions could be necessary.

'0

Federal Permits
Federal drilling pennilS an: issued in accordana: wilb BLM's Onshore Oil and Gas Order No. I (43 CFR
3164). McMurry's program would require BLM approval for each well prior.o COIDIllCDCeDlen' of drilling
4

acttvllles. Federal review of the drilling program would be accomplished through the Application for Permit to
Drill (APO) process . BLM Onshore Orders No. I and 2 requires an applicant to comply with various
permitting and drilling requirements including:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Operations must result in the diligent development and efficient recovery of resources;
All activities must comply with applicable federal laws and regulations. and with state and
local laws and regulations to the extent that such state and local laws are applicable to federal
leases;
All activities must contain adequate safeguards to protect the environment;
Disturbed lands must be properly reclaimed;
Underground sources of fresh water must be protected from fluid injection operations and
commingling of aquifers; and
All activities must protect public health and safety.

Onshore Order No. I specifically states that -lusees and operators s1lll1l be held fully accounlable for Iheir
COniraCIOr's and subconlractor's compliance wilh lhe requiremenls of Ihe approved permil and/or plan. Pipelines down-stream of sales meters, road rights-of-way (ROWs) and temporary use permits on BLMmanaged public lands outside lease boundaries would be issued under the authority of the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920. as amended, or the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA). as amended. Roads
within the lease boundary would be authorized during the APD process. Pipelines up-stream of the sale meter
would be authorized by a Sundry Notice asS<Kiated with lease rights.
Two Executive Orders (EO 11988 and EO 11990) could apply to the Proposed Action and Full Development
alternative in that construction of buried pipelines could cross intermittent/ephemeral drainages. These
Executive Orders place restrictions on governmental approval of construction activities in floodplains and
wetlands. The Executive Orders require consideration of floodplain and wetland impacts in all NEPA
documents.
Aa:y area affected by surface disturbing activities that may contain cultural resources or provide habitat for
federal threatened or endangered species are protected by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, respectively . EO 11987 restricts the introduction of exotic (non-native) plant
and animal species into natural ecosystems.
Section 405 of the Water Quality Act of 1987 added Section 402(P) to the Clean Water Act and requires the
EPA to develop a phased approach to regulating storm water discharges under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System program. EPA published final regulations on November 16, 1990 (40 CFR 122.26)
establishing permit application requirements for storm water discharge. On August 16, 1991 (56 FR 40948),
EPA published draft regulations that established best management practices for controlling off-site sedimentation
from construction activities. These practices are designed to protect soils by removing sediment and pollutants
from run-off before the run-off is discharged from the site. The August 16, 1991 proposed rule provided
options for controlling pollutants and/or sediment leaving a construction site. These options include: diverting
water from up-slopes around the disturbed areas of the site, limiting exposure of disturbed areas to the shortest
duration, and removing of sediment from storm water before it leaves the site.
The State of Wyoming has developed a general storm water permit for construction activities. McMurry has
prepared a pollution prevention plan and has received a general storm water permit (WYR 1(0203) from the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality. McMurry ' s pollution prevention plan includes a description of
erosion and sediment controls (stabilization and structural measures) that would be installed and storm water
management practices that would be implemented. Implementation of the pollution prevention plan requires
inspection reports on pollution control structures.
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TABLE 2
FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL PERMITS, APPROVALS, AND AUTIlORlZING ACTIONS
NECESSARY FOR CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND ABANDONMENT
OF MCMURRY'S PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE
ISSUING AGENCY/PERMIT NAME

NATIJRE OF PERMIT

AUTHORITY

APPLICABLE PROJECT COMPONENT

Bureau 01 Land Management
Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back (APD
process)

Controls drilling for oil and gas on
federal onshore lands

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S.C. 181 et seq.)

Well pad construction and drilling and completion
activities.

Bureau 01 Land Management
Authorization for Flaring and Venting of Gas

Regulates flaring and venting of natural
gas

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S.C 181 et seq.)

Well testing and evaluation .

Bureau 01 Land Management
Plugging and Abandonment of a Well

Establishes procedures for permanently
abandoning a well

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S.C. 181 et seq.)

Abandonment of wells.

Bureau 01 Land Management
Rights-of-Way Grants and Temporary Use
Permits

Rights-of-way grants on BLM managed
lands, off-lease

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S.C_ 181 et seq.)

Sales pipelines on BLM-managed lands .

Bureau 01 Land Management
Rights-of-Way Grants and Temporary Use
Permits

Rights-of-way grants on BLM managed
lands, ofT-lease

Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C_ 1761-1771);
43 CFR 2800

Access roads on BLM-managed lands _

Bureau 01 Land Management
Antiquities and Cultural Resource Permits

Issue antiquities and cultural resources
use permit to excavate or remove
cultural resources from BLM-managed
lands

Antiquities Act of 1906 (16 U.S.C_
431-433); Archaeological Resources
Public Protection Act of 1979 (16
U_S.C_ 470aa - 47011); 43 CFR 3

Proposed Action and alternative project
components .

Bureau 01 Land Management
Approval to Dispose of Produced Water

Controls disposal of produced water
from Federal leases

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S_C_ 181 et seq.); 43 CFR 3180

Wells_

U.S. Fbh and Wildlife Service
Consultation Process, Endangered and
Threatened Species

Preliminary Biological Assessment

Section 7 of the Endangered Species At
of 1973. as amended (16 U.S.C. et
seq.)

Proposed Action and alternative project
components .

Wyom:ng Department or Environmental
Quality
Notice of Intent Storm Water Discharge Permit

Controls ofT-site runoff from
construction activities

Section 405 of the Clean Water Act
(40 CFR 122 - 124); WDEQ Rules and
Regulations, Chapter 18

All construction activities.

.'

ISSUING AGENCY/PERMIT NAME

NATURE OF PERMIT

AUTIIORITY

APPLICABLE PROJEcr COMPONENT

Wyoming Department of Transportation
Oversize and Overlength Load Permits

Permits for oversize. overlenglh. and
overweight loads

Chapters 17 and 20 of the Wyoming
Highway Department Rules and
Regulations

Transportation of equipment and materials on
state and federal highways .

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission
Permit to Drill. Deepen. or Plug Back (APD
process)

Regulates drilling of all wells in the state

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section III;
Rule 305)

Wells.

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission
Application for Permit to Use Earthen Pit

Regulates reserve pits on drilling
locations

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section 10;
Rule 326)

Wells.

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission
Authorization for Flaring or Venting of Gas

Regulates flaring and venting of gas

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section 10;
Rule 346)

Well testing and evaluation .

Wyoming 011 and Gas Conservation
Commission
Permit for Class II Wells

Implements federal regulation governing
underground injection wells for produced
water and water flood projects

40 CFR 146; 40 CFR 147.2551

Injection wells.

Wyoming 011 and Gas Consenatlon
Commission
Plugging and Abandonment of a Well

Establishes procedures for permanently
abandoning a well

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section 10;
Rule 315)

Abandonment of wells.

Wyoming Oil and Gas Consenatlon
Commission
Change in Depletion Plans

Regulates drilling of additional wells

Wyoming Oil and Gas Act (W.S . 30-5110)

Drilling and completion activities.

Wyoming State Engineer's Omce
Water Well Permit

Grant peron it to appropriate groundwater

W.S. 41-121 through 147

Water supply wells .

.

-

NOTE: This lisl is intended 10 provide only an overview of key regulatory requiremenl5 lIIaI would govern project implement.alion. AddilionallPProvals. pcnnits. and IUlhorizing .::lions could be necessary .
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The BLM Pinedale and Gr=n River Resource Arus bave adopted a sWldard set of Stipulatioos and Conditions
of Approval that apply to coostruction and operation of wells, pipelines, and roads (Appendix C). These
stipulatioos/conditioos encompass all aspects of environmental mitigation and would apply to the Proposed
Action and the Full Development alternatives.
The BLM has adopted management actioos for oil and gas activities to protect resources and land uses in the
Pinedale and Green River Resource Arus. These management actioos are listed in the Pinedale Resource
Management Plan (I988) and the Big Sandy/Salt Wells Oil and Gas EA (I981). Since 1981, several of the
management actioos listed in the Big Sandy/Salt Wells Oil and Gas EA bave beeD modified. Additionally, the
Green River Resource Area is in the process of completing the Gr<eD River Resource Management Plan.
Management actioos as described under the No Aaion AllmtDliw! (curmtl managemenl pntetices) would apply
to this project.

State and Local Permits
In addilion 10 the Wyoming Slorm Wata Diseharge permil, numerous other permits are requind from state and
local governmental entilies before McMuny can proceed with the project (Table 2).

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT
McMuny acquired leases in the pasl few years containing three exisling wells. In conformance with the
provisions of their leases, McMurry drilled an off-sel well in early 1993. Three delineation wells were drilled
in the laner pan of 1993. Drilling of these wells bas helped derme the economic polenlial of the Jonah Field.
McMuny is oow ready 10 proceed with efficienl developmenl of their leases. AI the presenl lime, the Jonah
Field is 001 a unit.
In addilion 10 well equipmenl, exisling related facililies include: seven well pads and access roads, gathering
pipelines, a centralized compressor stalion, and a 9.6-mile, 4-inch 0.0. surface sale pipeline thatterminales at
Williams Field Services' pipeline system located in Section 25, T. 30 N. , R. 108 W.

CHAPTER" - PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
The purpose of this section is to describe McMurry's Proposed Action including design. construction
techniques. operating practices. abandonment , and reclamation procedures that would be used in the Jonah
Field. This section also describes Full Development and No Action alternatives.
Some of the information provided in this section is preliminary and may change slightly. It is possible that
decisioos regarding design , cooslJUCtion, and operating practices may be modified by McMurry as more detailed

economic and engineering information becomes available. Regardless, more detailed, site-specific analysis will
be required prior to consrruction activities and any changes would be addressed in the sUbsequent NEPA
analysis.
No electric powerlines would be required to operate the field under the Proposed Action or Full Development
alternatives.

PROPOSED ACTION
McMurry proposes to drill 40 wells in addition to the seven existing wells. These wells would be drilled at the
rate of eight wells per year by one drilling rig over a five-year period. The drilling rig would require three
crews consisting of four individuals each. All construction and drilling activities would be in conformance with
the lease stipulations described in Table 3 and the sWldard stipulatioos and Conditioos of Approval adopted by
the BLM Rock Springs District (see Appendix C). The proposed field would incorporate approximately 16,834
acres. The Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission approved spacing for the project area is 160 acres.
Distribution of wells within the project area would equate to one well per 358 acres or 1.79 wells per 640 acres.
Drilling would take place to the depth of 10,500 feet into the Lance Formation. Potential exists to drill deeper
wells to access the Erickson, Blair. Baxter, Frontier, and/or Dakota formations. Formations could be tested at
depths ranging to 21,000 feet. Appendix 0 provides a sample of an application for permit to drill.

Project Components

The Proposed Action wou1d involve the construction of 40 well pads, associaaed access roads , natural gas
gathering pipelines, two sale pipelines. expansion of the existing compressor station, and the addition of a
wareyard adjacent to the existing office area.
Total new disturbance would be approximately 124 acres for well pads, 165 acres for access road/gathering
pipeline corridors, 192 acres (or sale pipelines, and 20 acres for office/wareyard area. Expansion of the
compressor slation would not require additional acreage.
Total disturbance under the Proposed Action. if full y implemented, would be approximately 500 acres. Thitty
percent of the acres disturbed for well pads (37 acres) and 36 percent of the acres disturbed access road/pipeline
corridors (59 acres) , or approximately 96 acres, would be reclaimed shortly after coDStruction is completed. In
addition, 100 percent or 192 acres for sale pipelines would be reclaimed shonly after di sturbance. Thus, a total
of approximately 212 acres would remain disturbed for the life of the project.
.
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The localion of the 40 proposed wells are shown on Map I and the lease 51ipulations are summariucl in Table
3.
Slipulations mandated in the lease or standard slipulations adopted by !he BLM during !he APD process would
be applied 10 McMurry 's drilling program. However, exceplions may be granral depending upon sile-specific
conditions found during Do-site inspections. On-site inspections would be ~formed prior to approval of the
APD. Addilional Condilions of Approval or slighl relocation of !he well pad could be wamnted depending
upon conditions found during site i.nspcction.

WYW-100902

WYW-1I81S2
WYW-I2S943

MCMURRY

T. 28 N., R. 108W.,
Sec. S, 6, 7, 18

1,839

2B, 3F, SD

WYW-I2S944

MCMURRY

T. 28 N. , R. 108 W., Sec. 8;
T. 29 N., R. 108 W. ,
Sec. 32, 33

1,920

2B, 3F, SD

WYW-I2S94S

MCMURRY

T. 28 N .. R. 108 W"
Sec. IS, 20, 21, 22 (SIh)

2,240

3C, SD

WYW-12S946

MCMURRY

T. 28 N .. R. 108 W..
Sec. 17,22 (NIh)

960

3C, SD

WYW-I2S947

MCMURRY

T . 28 N .. R. 108 W.,
Sec. 27 - 29 (Nih)

960

3C,SD

WYW-I2S949

MCMURRY

T. 29 N., R. 108 W., Sec. 29

640

WYW-I2S9S0

MCMURRY

T. 29 N., R. 108 W., Sec. 28

640

Each well pad would require disturbance of approximately 3.1 acres. The location would include a ISO x 7S
fOOl reserve pi\. The reserve pil would be 10 feet deep. The remainder of !he sile would be used 10 bouse the
drill rig. equipmenl, drill string, and slockpilallopsoil aDd subsoils. The layoul of a typical drilling location is
providal in Figure I . Conslruction of a well pad includes clearing vegeution, removing 6 inches of lopsoil,
and grading !he area level. The reserve pil would be construA:laI on !he location prior 10 staning drilling
activilies. Need for pil liners would be determined on a oase-by-<:ase basis depending upon lOil permeability,
10xicity of !he drilling fluid or additives, proximity 10 shallow groundwater, and !he ability of !he pil 10 bold
water.
Those reserve pits thaI will be linal would be required 10 meel cenain specificatiOns such as bursl slrength of
nOI less !han 300 pounds per square inch (pSO depending on condilions found during pil conslIUClion (i.e.,
sand, gravel). Once drilling is complelal. fluids would be evaporatal or solidifial, aDd the pil would be
reclaimed (if. pil liner is required, il may be burial during reclamation). The reserve pil would be fenced on
!he three no,,-working si~ '.~ during drilling activilies. Once drilling aclivilies are completal and equipmenl
removed, !he fourth side of !he pil would be reneed unlil !he pil is reclaimed. All reserve pits would be f1aggal
10 belp prevenl migralory birds from ulilizing !he reserve pits unlil !he reserve pil is reclaimed. In some cases,
nening of reserve pits may be required. Sbould a well pad be constructed but !he well DOl drillal, McMurry
would be required 10 reclaim !he well pad and access road in aa:ondance wi!h BLM requirements.
McMurry would implemenl erosion conuol and pollulion conlrol measures during well pad construction. In
some cases, McMurry may gravel access roads and !he working area of well pads. Trash cages would be used
for disposal of trash.

Well Drilling and Completion
Drilling and completion activities involve many steps including assembly of the equipment and crews, drlIHng.
casing (installation of pipe). cementing. perforation, stimulation, and installation of the production string.

I

2B,MM

Once the well pad is constructed, the drilling equipment would be brought to the site . The drilling rig would be
powered by diesel engines. Diesel fuel would be supplied by lanker lruck and lemporarily slored in benned
tanks on-sile. McMurry has prepared a Spill Prevenlion Conlrol and Counlenneasures (SPCC) Plan as required
by regulalion (40 CFR 112). The plan specifies spill conlrol measures 10 be applied during drilling and

2B,2C

production phases of the project.

Acres are for projcci area only. Some lease Kruge eItends beyond Ihe projecc area boundary and iDcludes approximately 3,900 acres.

2 See code defmitioru below:

28 - raplOr and sale grouse nesting habitat. resoiction 211-7131
2C . NSO. sage grouse struum, ,round.. eltccpOons may apply
3C · sheep use 5/1-6/15
3F - O.25·mile buffer to proteCl potential dwcllm,s
SO - sWidard surface disaJrbance stipulations/COAs
MM - multiple mineraJ development

10

Waler for mixing drilling fluids would be piped via a flexible. plaslic. lemporary surface pipeline from !he
waler well al !he exisling Jonab Faleral 14 gas well (see Map I). When necessary, drilling fluids could be
trucked to the drill site. Other eqUipment needed during driJIing activities include pipe racks, pumps, and air
compresso". Dumpsl ... would be provided for all lrash and all lrash would be disposed of properly (no
burning of Irash allowed). Pomble cbemical loilets would be provided for sewage. All sewage would be
dis,'>osed of in accordance with state and county requirements.
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FIGURE 1

TYPICAL WELL PAD - DRILLING

Drilling and ....ing for each well sbould be accomplished in 20 to 65 days depending upon well depth . At that
time . the drilling rig would be moved to • new location and other equipment would be brought onto the well
pad for perforating. stimulation. and ftnal completion operations. Final completion of the well may require up

to [Wo mouths after drilling and casing activities are completed since different producing zones in the reservoir
would be tested separately.
Surface .... ing would be set to opproximalely 2.500 feet. lbe entire length of the surface .... ing would be
<%toeDted in place. lbe surface .... ing would be cemented in order to isoWe the vllying formations. suppan
the casing by preventing formation pressures from aeting directly on the ....ing. and to retmI oorrosion by
minimizing contact betw<en the ....ing and oorrosive formation fluids . This process would also proteCt shallow
aquifers.

Once the well is drilled to tug.. depth, the bole would be cleaDed out and ....ing would be set. lbe long-string
casing would be <%toeDted from total depth to 400 feet above any bydrocarbon heari!:tg lOne. After the casing
<%toeDt bas adeq1weIy banIated, the producing moe would be perforated. Perforating is a process of piercing
the casing into the producing moe. Once this is done, the well would be fracntmI . Fracruring. well improves
the flow of naJUJaI gas.
Interim Well Pad Reclamation
After backfilling the pit, that ponion of the well pad not needed for production pwposes would be recontourtd.
ripped. topsoil replaced. plant debris scanered over the area. and seeded with the following seed mix:

"--7"'"'""7""""''7f-7-

50' - - - - -

150·----~

400 Bbt Tonks
Ear-tn.,.n

Vi"th

6
6
2
2

Ibs
Ibs
lbs
lbs

PLS/acre
PLS/acre
PLS/acre
PLS/acre

D ; kIPS

Rosana western wbellgrass
Critana thicbpike wbellgrass
Indian ricegrass
Winterfll

.

Seeding would be acoomplisbed during early fall (September or October) as long as the ground is not frozen. or
as directed by the BLM.
If a drilled well proves to be a dry bole or non-producu. the well would be plugged and abandoned in
accordance with the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission and BLM abandonment prneedures. The
entire well pad and related access road would then be reclaimed in acoordance with the above prneedures or as
directed by the BLM authoriud officer.
Well Operation and Maintenance
Once the drilling and completion activities are completed. production facilities would be installed. and the well
pad recontoured . Approximately 2.2 acres of each individual well pad would remain disturbed for the life of
the well. Figure 2 shows a typical layout of. producing well. Production facilities would be placed 01. the
well pad in a manner that would maximize the area that can be reseeded. Production facilities include:
dehydration unit. separator. buried pipeliDos. and meter-run. A tank would be installed and bermed to bold any
produced condensaJe removed from the raw naJUJaI gas by the separator and dehydration equipment.
CondensaJe would be trucked frc m the site to a processing facility. Once '.be naJUJaI gas bas been proccosed onsite. it would be metered and then flow into a gaJbering system pipeline.
Produced water removed from raw gas and separated from the condensate would be stored in ftberglass tanks
(production pit) autbnriud as lined pits under the guidelines staled in the "Onshore Oil and Gas Order No. 7.
lbe ftbergJass tanks would be placed in the ground with an operable leak detection systetD. A wire moab
covering would be place over each tank . Produced wiler would be evaporated on-site; bowever. produced
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FIGURE 2 TYPICAL WELLPAD - PRODUCTION
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FIGURE 3
TYPICAL PRODUCTION TANK
If;

water not evaporated could be bauled off-site and disposed at a Wyoming DEQ approved disposal facilit)'.
Figure 3 shows a typical production facility (pit).

,_------------------------ 4C'--------------____
-- ~

All above-ground production facilities would be painted an earth-lone color. Carlsbad Canyon (2.5Y 6/2.
Munsell Soil Color Chan) or other color as specified by the BlM.

,

Access Roads
McMuny would need to construct approximately 24 miles of access roads within the project area or an
estimated 0.60 miles per well . All gatheriog pipelines would be buried adjacent to these new access roads.
Approximately 165 acres of new disturbance would be caused by the access rnadlgatheriog pipeline corridor.
lbe locations of proposed access rnadlpipeline corridon are provided in Map I. McMuny would employ
standard cut and fill conslJllClion methods. Depending upon type of soils. access roads would be graveled as
required. Figure 4 shows typical cut and ftIl road conslJllClion tecbniques.
All access roads constnlCled on public lands would be built in acconlance with BLM standards. A road design
and transponation plan will be submitted by McMuny to the BLM for approval. Road and pad engineeriog
design will be approved by a cenified engineer. lbe road design would include minimum BLM road
constrUction standards and would comply with the Standard Slipularions and conditions listed in Appendix C.
Once the road is staked and the APD approved. 4 to 6 inches of topsoil would be stripped and windrowed apan
from other soil materials. After the roadway is graded. crowned, and ditched, the topsoil would be spread on
the road oUlSlopes and seeded. Approximately 36 perneDt of the access rnadlgatbering pipeline would be
reclaimed. leaving an estimated 2.6 acres per access road disturbed over the life of the well. Total long-term
disturbance for access roads would be approximately 106 acres.
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Well Pad and Access Road Abpndonment
McMurry would follow the procedures of the BLM and the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
for plugging and abandoning each well. Upon abandonment. McMurry would be required to contact the BLM
for approval of a final reclamation plan. All surface production equipment would be removed from the site.
lbe production area and access road would be retontoured. ripped. topsoil replaced. and seeded in the fall or as
directed by the BLM .
When the access road is no longer needed. the access road would be retontoured. ripped. topsoil replaced. and
seeded (see Interim Well Pad Reclamation section for proposed seed mix) as directed by the BlM . Any
culvens would be removed prior to contouring. The BLM would determine the success of reclamation and may

require additional seeding effons.
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McMurry's proposal includes approximately 24 miles of gathering pipeline which would parallel access roads
and approximately 29 miles of sale pipeline. Location of the proposed gatheriog pipelines are shown on Map I.
lbe proposed sale pipelines are reflected on Map 2. lbe sale pipelines would require a 55-foot wide
construction ROW; pennanent ROW width would be 45 feet . In addition to the ROW appliCalion. McMurry
would submit a plan of developmenr that describes construction and operational techniques. The Two sale

pipelines would be constructed close to existing roads but would be off-set from the road approximately 35 feel.

McMURRY OIL COMPANY
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FIGURE 4
TYPICAL CROSS SECTION OF SALES PIPELINE
AND ROAD WITH GATHERING PIPELINE

iJ'

The 7.6-mile Jonah-Nonh sales pipeline would be constructed adjacent to McMuny's existing surface pipeline
to a tennination point in Section 25, T. 30 N., R. 108 W. Approximately 51 acres would be disturbed by
construction. The Jonah-West sales pipeline would follow existing roads approximately 21 miles west to the
telmination point in Section 4, T. 27 N., R. 111 W. Approximately 141 acres would be disturbed by
constrUction.
-

",

All pipelines would be buried at least 3 feet below the surface and the pipe diameter would range from 2 to 4
inches outside diameter for gathering pipelines; sales pipelines would range from 4 to 8 inches outside diameter.
'II~

/

Pipeline construction would include standard construclion procedures. Figure 4 sbows a typical cross-section of
sale and gathering pipeline construction. Should construction activities rault in breaks or destnlCtion of natura1
or buman-made barriers used for livestock control, gaps would be temporarily fenced to prevent passage of
livestock. Fences would be reconstructed according to BLM sumdanIs.

... : ; /..'

\

Fences, canleguards, or gates damaged during construction would be repaired to a condition equal to or boner
than the original condition. All gates would be left as found. Construclion would consi5t of scalping of
vegetation, stripping of 6 inches of topsoil, digging the uench, stringing pipeline, welding, placement of
pipeline in the uench, pressure testing, badl:-filling uench, and m:latllllion.

\t.
' ~ .:

Pipelines would be tested for leaks or weal: spots and would comply with DOT requirements (49 CFR 192).
McMurry would use compressed natura1 gas to test pipelines. The pipelines would be tested at 1.25 times the
maximum anticipated operating pressure. Pipelines would be operated and maintained in accordanoe with DOT
regulations (49 CFR 192.551-629) and applicable indusrry standards. Field personnel would monitor the system
on a daily basis .
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Pipeline Abandonment

c:..sJlJrie

At the end of the project, McMuny would be required to contact the BLM and develop an abandonment plan in
accordance with standards and practices employed at the time.
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McMuny and ils contractors have reviewed the EPA·s Consolidated List of Chemicals Subject to Reponing

Under Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 (as atnended) for
hazardous substances proposed for use during this project. Also considered are substances listed in the List of
Extremely Hazardous Substances and Their Threshold Planning Ouanlhies as defined in 40 CFR 355. as
amended. No extremely hazardous substances, as described in 40 CFR 355, will be used. Construction of
project components will require use of some of the substances listed in the aforementioned EPA Title III
document. Table 4 lists these substances along with all chemicals McMurry proposes to use during
development. This inventory is for materials used on an annual basis.
II is McMurry ' s policy that any leftover materials brought on localion by drilling and stimulation contractors,
would be kept in cr returned to their original containers and taken back by that company. When the service
company's trucks are on location, personnel will use absorbent pads for any small leaks that might occur while
working. The pads will then be disposed of in accordance with state and federal regulations .

McMurry and its contractors shall compty with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations
existing or hereafter enacted or promulgated. Materials that are used regularly during operations will be used,
slored, and disposed of in an environmenlally safe manner according to state and federal regulations. McMurry
will also locate. handle. store, and dispose of hazardous materials in a manner that will prevent them from
contaminating soil and water resources or other sensitive environments. Any release of hazardous substances

Map 2
JONAH PROSPECT

Sales Pipelines

I;
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TABLE 4
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES USED IN DRILLING AND OPERATIONS OF TIlE JONAH FIELD
Product or Cbemlc:al

Use or Product or Cb<DIic:a1

Quantity Used'

Methanol··

Eliminates Hydrates from flow tine

2.500 gal.

Elbyleoe Glyc:ol"

Separator. beat gas lines

Natural Gas Condeosate

Product of producing natural gas

Diesel Fuel

ConstructionIDrilImg

120.000 gals

Barite"

Drilling nuid additive

982.000 Ibs

8eDtonitc

Drilling nuid additive

241.000 lb.

Lime

Drilling nuid additive

4.900 Ibs

Ligni..

Drilling nuid additive

750lbs

3.000 gals
31 .000 bbl.

SocIa Alb

Drilling nuid additive

500 Ibs

Caustic Soda··

Drilling nuid additive

1,550 Ibs

Sodium Bicarbolllte

Drilling nuid additive

500 Ibs

SDF 1500 (Sodium Acrylate)

Drilling nuid additive

150lbs

(e.g .. leaks , spills) in excess of !be reponable quantity as established by 40 CFR 117 sball be reponed as
'"'luircd by Ibe Comprdtensivc Envinmmeotal Response, Compeosation, and Liability Act of 1980, as
amended . Wilb release of a bazardous substallCe in a reponable quantity. c:opies of Ibe repon sball be furnished
to Ibe c:omplillDCC officen of Ibe appropriate federal , state, and local agencies .

ALTERNATIVES
Federal agCDCies arc required to analyze reasonable altematives to a Propoaed Action. Tbe BLM bas chosen to
evaluate a full development SCCIIIrio; in Ibis case, • four-well-per-section development alternative. Tbe No
Action Alternative will also be discussed .

Eull Development Abern.tIvt
The Full Development altemativc would autborizl: drilling or 92 wells in addition to !be existing aeven wells for
• total of 99 wells, re1atcd oa:ess roads, gatbering pipelines, officelwarcyard c:omple., expmded c:ompressor
Ii .. , and xale pipelines. Development would enail drilling four wells per section. Project compooents and
location of tbese c:ompotICtIII (xale pipelines) would be essentially !be same as described UDder !be Propoaed

Action.

SFD 2000 (Cellulose Etber)

Drilling nuid additive

60 gals

Drilpac (Cellulose Etber)

Drilling nuid additive

1,15O Ibs

LGC-VI (Hydrocarbon Gel)

Fracturing nuid

2,3881bs

KCL (Clay Stabilizer)

Fracturing nuid

68,000 Ibs

CLA-STA XP (Clay Stabilizer)

Fracturing nuid

1,400 gals

AQF-2 (Foatning Agent)

Fracturing nuid

1,900 gals

CL-23 (Zirc:onium X-Linker)

Fracturing nuid

218 gals

BE-5 (Bactericide)

Fracturing nuid

109 gals

HYG-3 (Fumaric Acid)"

Fracturing nuid

82 1bs

LGC-VI (CMHPG)

Fracturing fluid

2.388 gals

550-21 (Surfactant)

Fracturing nuid

546 gals

Optino-Ill (Encapsulated SP
Brealcer)

Fracturing nuid

1.1321bs

BA-20 (Ammon ium-Acetate)··

Fracturing nuid

136 gals

Ec:onoprop (Propellant)

Fracturing sand

4 million Ibs

Nitrogen

Fracturing gas

Lubricating Oil

All phases of development

weD pads, 36 pen:eIIt of oa:ess roads, and 100 pen:eIIt of gatbering and xale pipelines) would be reelaimed,
leaving approximately 460 acrcs distwbcd for Ibe life of Ibe project. Map 3 renects a full four-wen-per-section
development SCCIIIrio.
McMurry would drill 8 wells per year over an II -year period. Construction praetioes and abandonment would
be Ibe same IS described under Ibe Propoaed Action and will not be described again under Ibil section.
Tbere could be potential to disturb I riparian area located on private surface (federal minerals) under this
alternative. However, Ibe federal lease contains I stipulation !bat mandates no surface disturbance within 500
feet of any riparian area unless specific requirements are met .
Use of hazardous subslatloes would be Ibe same IS Ibe Proposed Action but use would occur over a longer
period of time . Table 4 describes substances Ibat would be used on a yearly basis.

No Action Altern.tive
The No Action alternative would deny McMurry ' s proposal; Ibus, no additional surface disturbing activities
would occur. Tbis decision would preclude additional natural gas development wilbin Ibe Jonah Field.
The U.S. Depanment of Ibe Interior bas Ibe aulbority to deny an APD under cenain c:onditions. A decision to
select Ibis alternative c:ould be supponed by one of Ibrce fmdings: I) Ibe level or rate of development il no
longer in Ibe best interest of Ibe public, 2) endangered or tbrcateoed species and/or Ibeir babitat would be
affected . or 3) Ibe environmental impact of Ibe Proposed Action or altentative(s) arc unacceptable. Tbil EA
will help determine wbetber McMurry' s Proposed Action meets any of Ibese criteria.

100 gals
Tbe Tenlb Circuit Coun of Appeals in Sit"D Club \'S. Ptttnon (717 F. 2d 1409, 1983) found !bat "on land
leased without a No Surface Occupancy stipulation, Ibe Depanment cannot deny Ibe pennit to drill . .. once
Ibe land is leased Ibe Depanment no longer bas Ibe aulbority to preclude surface disturbing activity even if Ibe

Quantity used in a one·yc..ar period .

•• Substan«s listed under Tille

30,000 mef

Approximately 21S acres for well pads, 20 acres for I wareyard, 3n acres (52 miles) of oa:ess roadigatbering
pipeline corridon, and 192 acres (approximately 29 miles) of xale pipelines would be required. Total
disturbIIDCC would be approximately 874 acres. Of tbese acres, approximately 414 acres (30 pera:nt of

m. SARA .

22
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environmental impacl of sucb activity is significanl. The DcparlmCDI can only impose mitigation mcasura upon
• lessee wbo PUJ1ues surface disturbing e.ploration and/or drilling activities.· The alUrt wenl on 10 say ·1101
wilbsWlding lbe assurance lbal a later sile·specific CDvironmental analysis will be made. in issuing lbcsc I......
lbe Dcparuncnl bas made an inevocable commitmenl 10 allow some surface disrurbing activilies. includin&
drilling and road building.·
None of McMuny's I..... contain a No Surf..., O<xupucy stipulation. Therefore. any restrictions based 011
oil and gas lcase operations musl be reasonable. If lbe BLM were 10 deny McMuny's Proposed Action.
McMuny could blve I valid claim for breach of coDlnct. In order 10 resolve any xucb claim. il would be
possible lbat lbe BLM would have 10 buy back all. or some. of McMuny's I......
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT DROPPED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

oirectional Drilllna
A diroctional drilling oplion was considered bUI dropped from funbcr analysis. This option would allow 40
weOs 10 be drillod from fewer weO·pad SilOS lhan proposed under lhe Proposed Action. Directional drilling
from a central well pad. servod by one access road and one pipeline would yield less overall surface
disturbance. However. lbe COS! of directional drilling would be approximately 30 peroenl higher lhan
convCDlional drilling melhods. Lack of serious rcsoun:e conflicts and increasod costs associalod wilb directional
drilling render lbis a1lernative UIIDCCCSSOf)I and lberefore. unreasonable.

...
r~

20 Acn warepnl

Map 3
JONAH PROSPECT
Full Development Alternative
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CHAPTER III • AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
The following critical resource elements have been considered and the BLM has determined they = not
affected by the Proposed Action , the Full Development, or the No Action alternatives. Thus, these resource
values will not be addressed in this document:

o

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

o

Prime or Unique Farm Lands
WildernesslWilderness Study Areas
Wild or Scenic Rivers

o
o
o
o

We~ands

Noise

GENERAL SETTING
The project =a is located in the northwest ponion of the southeast quadrant of Sublette County, Wyoming.
The Jonab Field is located approximately 32 miles southeast of Pinedale and 28 miles northwest of Farson, The

=a is accessed via Highway 191, by turning west at milepost 67 ODto what is known as the Luman Road,
travelling approximately 7 miles 10 reach the project ue.a.
The Jonab Field project ue.a is approximately 28 square miles or 16,834 acres. There an: seven existing
natural gas wells, approximately 7.3 miles of improved roild, 10.0 miles of unimproved roild , and 2. 1 miles of
two-track jeep trail. Acreage disturbed includes 23, IS , and I respectively. In ilddition to access roods and
well pods, there are 3 .1 miles of buried pipeline and 9.6 miles of surface sale pipeline. Thus, existing facilities
initially disturbed approximately 70 acres , but 30 acres have been reclaimed leaving 40 acres unreelaimed.
Approximately 6.2 miles of boundary fence between the Pinedale and Green River Resource Areas is located
within the project area (Map 4).

Other existing improvements intlude (wo water wells, several water pipelines. and water troughs used by
livestock and wildlife. Several stock reservoirs are distributed throughout the project area although some are in
disrepair. One section of private surface eswe (federal mineral eswe) exists within the field that contains a
human-made stock pond, crear.iDg an associated riparian area. One section within the project area is owned and
managed by the State of Wyoming. Several gravel sources are located near the project area with the closest
being in T . 30 N .. R. 108 W.

Topograph ically. the area is relatively Oat with elevations ranging from 6,900 to 7.400 feet. The area receives
approx.imately 7 to 9 inches of precipitation annuaUy either in the fonn of snow or late spring and summer
stonns.
LAND USE
The project area is located in Sublette County and is zoned RC <Resource Conservation), which allows for land
uses such as grazing, agriculture, and energy production (Haehn 1994). Approximately 92.4 percent (15,554
acres) of the project =a is federal surface/federal minerals administered by the BLM, 3.8 percent (640 acres)
is pri vate surface/federal minerals, and 3.8 percent (640 acres) is controlled by the State of Wyoming. Current

land uses include live5IOCK grazing. natural gas produclion. and a small amount of recreational use. primarily
hunting.
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Map 4
JONAH PROSPECT
Existlnc Improvements

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
There are no

mowu preexisting hazardous wasle sites within the projccl area.

SOCIOECOMONICS
Sublett. County is a major =ter for oil and gas activity . In 1990. Subl.tt. County led the Stat. in naruraI gas
production. Oil aDd gas production accounted for the largest pera:Dtag. of personal ineome in the county.
Oil aDd gas activity supplies a substantial contribution to th.locaI government revenues . In 1991. 86 per=t of
all property assessed for tua1ion in Sublett. County came hom activities associated with oil and gas production.
Up to 19 pera:Dt of the sales aDd use taX revenues earned by the eounty come hom oil and gas production.
Companies with naruraI gas w.lls tIw produce federallY-<lwned minerals pay a 12.S pera:Dt royalty on gas
sales. Fifty pera:Dt of the royalty collected is returned to the Stal. of Wyoming. This money is used for road
aDd bridge constJUction or for educational pwposes that benefit local communities.

Concern over lacIc of availabl. temporary bousing bas been raised by Sublette County and Sweetwater County
PlaDDen (Haebn aDd Kot 1994) about similar proj..... in the southwest Wyoming area. Few rentals are
availabl. to house temporary workers. panicularly workers outside of the region (western Wyoming) although
mobil. home-trav.1 tailer facilities are availabl. in Farson. Big Piney. LaBarg•• Rock Springs. and Green River
areas. Currently. project workers are temporarily housed in Farson.
Trav.1 to the job sit. would be via .xisting federal aDd Stal. highWays. aDd an upgraded .xisting access mad
leading to the project area. The primary highWay used to access the project area is Highway 191 by turning off
the paved highway onto an upgraded din mad at milepost 67. Between 1989 aDd 1993. there were 120
accidents between Farson and Pinedal.. Of these accidents. four proved fatal. killing five individuals.

On an av.rag. day. approximately 690 cars. mu:ks. and commercial vehicles trav.1 on Highway 191. During
the summer months. travel on the highway increases since it provides access to national parks located to the
DOnb .

RECREATION
Other than hunting. Iittl. recreational activity occurs in the project area. It is possibl. that some sightseeing
during off· road vehicle use occurs. No historic trails exist within the project area.

Th. U.S. Forest Service manages the Bridger and Popo Agi. WilderDCSS areas located opproximately 2S and 30
miles northeast of the project...... The FilZpOlrick Wilderness is located opproximately SO miles to tile northnortheast of the project area. The PinedaI. RMP
Dew so1lltCS of air pollution in Wyoming must not
cau.. atnbient concentrations of sulfur dioxide or total suspended particnlale (TSP) to rise beyond tile level of
the appropriate Class 1 or n prevention of significant deterioration incmDenI.· Thus. the BLM could DOl
permit any activity that would cause significant deterioration of the Class I air quality rating for these wilderness
areas .

= .. __

Th. Scab Creek Wilderness Study Area. managed by the BLM. is localed approximately 30 miles north of tile
project area.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Cultural inventories condUCled in recent years bav. identified azclu1cological materWs in tile project areaAncieru human ocatpation of and adaptaIion 10 the northern Littl. Colorado Desert spans 10.000 years of
prehistory. Archaic-aged (8.000 to 1.800 years ago) sites are abundant while sites dating to the late prehistoric
period (1.800 to 200 years ago) may be the most common_ Prehistoric site density is high_ Site types include
base camps. hunting camps. aDd special resource exttaction locales used by nomadic foragers. hllt1terS. and
collectors. Unusual aDd important fiDds include. prehistoric ceramic site in the general area as well as
PaI..,iDc!ian ocatpation in the northern Littl. Colorado Desert_
Nativ. American traditional religious or cultural sites may be located in the overall project ..... but DODO are
currently identified. Th. BLM bas contacted the Shoshone Tribe diIoctly and plans to submit this document to
additional Tribes (i .•.• AnpaIto aDd Ute) for sensitive site SCRening. A field review with Nativ. American
.Iders 10 the project area is planned in the spring of 1994. This fi.ld review will address potential traditional
religious and cultural concerns and/or sites.

=

Historic period
are not as abundant. but are known to exist. Cow camps. sheepherder camps. aDd
stock raising facilities sueb as historic water dev.lopments occur in the area. A historic building known as "th.
castl.· is located approximat.ly 1 mil. to the east of the Jonah North pipeline rout•• north of the project area.
This building is associated with early ranching activity. No historic trails or wagon mods are currently known
to exist in the project area.
Sandy soils located in the project area have an increased potential to contain buried cultural materials when
compared to oth.r types of soils located in the area.

PALEONTOLOGY
VISUAL RESOURCES
The project ar~ is I~ted in a Class IV visual resource management classification area. The Class IV rating
allows for mo(hficalJon of the landscape to accommodat. natural gas production but advocates that surface
facililies be paiDled an environmental color to lessen the visual impact. The Jonah Field is Dot visible from
Highway 191 wbich is a major tourist corridor.

AIR QUALITY

According to an inventory prepared for the BLM , there are no known fossil localities in the vicinity of the
project area, but there is potential for uncovering fossils representing a variety of life forms. The Laney
Member of the Green River Formation is found aD the surface in the project area. The Green River Formation
is w.1I known for its abundance of fish fossils contained within it. Th. Laney Member is especially
fossilif.rous . Reptil. (alligators. snakes. lizards. crocodiles). atnphibian (hogs. salamand.rs). bini (grouse.
shorebirds. pelicans) and insect and inv.n.brat. fossils are abundant. Many types of mammalian fossils bav.
also been recov.red . including marsupials. primates. rodents. carnivores. and condylanb.s. Fossil nora within
the Laney Formation includ. sycamore. borsetail. and lily-pads.

Specific. information on air quality is provided in the Pinedal. RMP (see pages 119-129). Generally spealting.
air qual Ity m the Resource Area ts consld.red .xcellent with background atDbient lev.ls of pollutants w.1I below
established standards . Visibility is often in .xcess of 70 miles. Thus. it can be concluded tIw air quality in the
project area ts consld.red .xcellent. Th. often. blowing winds generally trav.1 hom west to east dispersing
pollutants produced by mdustrial or personal activities located throughout western Wyoming.
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VEGETATION
."ppeudix E describes v.g.... ion typeS likely to be round at the proposed individual w.1I locations. access
roadIpipeliDe corridors. and sal. pipeliDes.

,

V.g.... ion in the project uu is pmlominat.ly Wyoming big ug.brush (An'misia tridentata var.
wyogtingensis) grasslands found 00 rolling terrain thallies between 7 .000 and 7,500 feet in elevatioD. Sites
occupied by this v.getarion type geoerally receive between 7 and 9 inches of plOCipi"'ion annually. lmponant

\

plant speeies associated Wyoming big ug.brush an: thicbpik. wbeatgrus <E!vmus laneolatusl. Indian ricegrus
~~. Sandberg bluegrus ~ ~ Vir. ~ . and rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus
spp.). Green needlegrus ~ viridulal grows in sandy soils in stabilized drainages in the southern ponion or
the project uea. Needi. and thread grus ~ S9I!!!!V comprises a larg. ponion or the v.getation community

" '-

'"

\

on sandy soils.

\

A second v.getarion type dominated by cushion plant. is restricted to barren slopes of higher ridges. Th.
dominant speeies in this community an: squatesI<ID phIo. <fI!l2! mUSC!)ides). spoonleaf milkvetch (Astragalus
!I!!!!!!!!lW. goldenweed (Hanlopappus spp.). and Hooker smdwon (Armaria hooken). 'Ibis community is
characterized by the near absence or ugebrush and by the ovenll low (2S peta:Dt or less) v'getativ. cover
(Fenig 1993).
Species abl. to tolerate clay soils and those high in salt or exchangeabl. sodium an: found in the low lying areas
or alluvial out-washes and colluvial deposits. These speeies iDelud. Gardner's saltbush (Atripl•• &!!!!!!m var.
gardnenl. winten.. <Knscheninniltovjal!!m!>. Indian ricegrus. and thicbpilte wheatgrus.
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Map 5 shows the livestock grazing allotments in .. Iation to the project..... Th. project .... would affect parts
of five grazing syst.ms. Tabl. 5 lists the allotments. sizto class of livestock. and period of use.
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TABLES
GRAZING ALLOTMENTS AFFECTED BY MCMURRY PRWECT

NAME
Figure Four
S.blett.
Boundary
Desen Common

ALLOTMENT
ACRES

AUMSPER
ALLOTMENT

AVERAGE
ACRES
PERAUM

CLASS OF

"

(

LIVESTOCK GRAZING

ALLOTMENT

A

I

PERIOD OF

UVESTOCK

USE

114,425

6 .644

17 .2

Canl.

May-Jun

66.000

6 .004

10.9

Cattle/Sheep

May-Nov

30.000

2.996

10.0

Cattle/Sbeep

May-Nov

135.917

10.804

12.6

Cattle/Sbeep

May-Jun
Oct-Nov

':

1--~·

\1

- ..

., ~

\.

RlllW

15.455

2.386

6.5

Canl.

•

B

Stud Hone C - AIIobMat

C~-

~atatIon

A1Io_-..,.

D
E

Sublett. AIIobMat
FlcuNF_ _

Forag. is allocated for use by livestock on the basis of nng. surveys conducted by the BLM in the 1%Os. Th.
allocation of forage must be adjusted if substantial long-t.nn disrurbance of v.getarion occurs. Tabl. 5 lists the
average carrying capacity of each allotment and will be used to estimate forage lOS! in each allotment by
impl.men... ion of the Proposed Action and Full Dev.lopment a1terna1ives. Present forage aVailability is

MapS
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R lCH1W

A De...-t c - A1Io_

May-Jun

Common

Rl07W

R l08W

• • • •• SaIn: pipeline
Stud Horse

.~ .

JONAH PROSPECT

Grazing Allotments

...

commensurate with allocated forage. Forage availability for livestock AUMs have been averaged al
approximately 11 acres per AUM within the affected aJlonneolS in the project area . Thw . the projecl area
contains approximately 1,471 AUMs.
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SOilS
Soil infonnalion for this documenl is derived from the Burma Road Soil Survey (BlM 1988) (Map 6) . This
Order 3 survey is not site·specific and prior to construction. each well site. access road/pipeline corridor. and
sale pipeline would require inspection to detennine soil type and to determine best reclamation techniques .
Upland areas (unilS 114, 122, 127) within this developmenl field are dominaled by soils tIw are shallow (less
than 20 inches) or moderately deep (20 10 40 inches) 10 fractured bedrock of saDdslone, shale, or sillSlone of the
Wasatch Fonnation. Also present but not consistent within these soils are lenses of bard mudstone and
sandStone, 610 18 inches thick, aboUI 121036 inches below lbe surface. Textures are generally loam, sandy
loam. sandy clay loam. clay . or clay loam. Gravels and small rock. chips are common on the surface and in the
matrix of many of the shallow soils. Some of these soils will have borizons of rock fragments about 12 to 18
inches below lbe surface. Topsoil depth ranges from 6 10 12 inches. Slopes generally range from 0 10 8
percent.

1
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Slope breaks are usually shallow sandy loams and loams over interbedded shale, sillSlone, and sandslone from
the G.... River or Wasatch Formations (unil 116). These soils usually have rock chips on lbe surface. Topsoil
depth ranges from 3 10 6 inches. Slopes range from 6 10 30 percenl.
Soils of the fans and drainages are commonly deep (> 60" 10 bedrock) loams, fiDe: sandy loams , and sandy clay
loarns (unilS 106, 110). To a smaller eXteDI, sections 4 and 33, an: deep, stralified sill loams, clay loams, and
loarns (unil 108). In the northwesl pan of the field , adjacenllo Sand Draw, are deep sandy loams with sand
and/or gravel usually at leasl 12 inches below the surface (unil 125). Topsoil depth ranges from 6 10 12 inches.
Slopes range from 0 10 6 percent.
The southeasl pan of the field has areas of sand dunes overlying residual Laney shale uplands (unil 126) and
areas of moderately deep and deep sandy clay loams (unil 110). The dunes, which an: a loamy sand, are 6 10
10 feel high . Berween lbese dunes are shallow clays. Topsoil depth ranges from 6 10 12 inches. Slopes range
from J

10

6 percent.

Appendix E describes the soil types likely 10 be found at well locations, access road/pipeline corridors, and
sales pipelines. None of the wells proposed under the Proposed AClion would be localed on slopes greater than
5 percent. Map 5 reflects soil rypes found in the project area.
WATERSHED
The project area lies within the Green River basin. Yellow Point Ridge transects the project area. Thus. the
project area lies in the center point of six watersheds (Map 7). For the purpose of this document. the six
watersheds are referred to as : the Bull Draw. the Long Draw, the Jonah GuJch, the East Buckhorn Draw. the
West Buckhorn Draw. and the Sand Draw. See Table 6 for a description of acreage and disturbance by
watershed . Approximately 6.5 percenl of the drainage from the projecl area flows into Bull Draw, 9.2 percenl
inlo Long Draw, 28.6 percenl inlo Jonah Gulch, 16.9 percenl inlO Easl Buckhorn Draw, 19.5 percenl inlo the
West Buckhorn Draw. and 19.3 percent into Sand Draw. Average annual precipitation is approximately 7 10 9
inches. Precipitation occurs in two forms : winler snows. and late spring and summer thunderstorms. The
slow release of water from melting winter snows may not produce significant runoff while thunderstorms can
produce localized high intensilY flows . Such high intensiry flows can cause rapid changes in water quality and
channel morphology. especially if the ground has been disturbed in such a way as to concentrate overland flow.
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TABLE 6
WATERSHEDS AFFECTED BY THE JONAH PROSPECf FlELD

ORDER,I

NAME

TOfAL
ACRES

DRAINS INTO

ACRES
DISTURBED

...
DISTURBED
0 .5

Bull Draw

4

Big Sandy River

12.800

68

Long Draw

5

Big Sandy River

18.000

9S

0.5

Jonah Gulch

5

Sublettes AaJ

56.320

179

0 .3

E. Buckhorn Draw

5

Eigbl<m Mil.
Canyon

33,280

112

0.3

W. Buckhorn Draw

5

Eigbl<m Mil.
Canyon

38,400

141

0.4

Sand Draw

5

AIbIi Creek

38,000

152

0 .4

1 Order' refers 10 _ number of brucbes widliD • draiaap

I)'SIItID.

Table 7 .. necu existing mil.. ODd ..... of disturbaDce in each waaenbed by rype of road.
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TABLE 7
EXISJ1NG DISTURBANCE BY TYPE OF ROAD
IN AFFECTED WATERSHEDS

r:..~u..

NAME

_west

,..~\
I
':

I {

\ I

'" .

UNlMPROvwJ
Acres

Mil ..

IMPROvwl
Acres

MIl..

TRA1LJ
Mil ..

IUGHWAy4
Acres

Acres

Mil..

2.5

11.8

5.3

25.0

7.8

36.8

Bull Draw

20.0

30.3

7.6

24.8

Long Draw

30.0

45.4

7.2

23.5

2.2

1.1

Jonab Gulch

81.0

123.0

13.7

45.0

18.7

9.0

East Buckhorn
Draw

54.0

81.7

4.6

15.0

29 .3

14.0

57.7

87.4

11.4

37.0

32.8

16.0

. ,...."

\

/'

RU1W

R 107W

Rl0aw

West
Buckhorn

Draw

•

Project boundary

A

BuIlDr_

Sale. pipeDne

a

LDnco.-

Compre._ .t.atlan

C Jonah Culeb

Water",,'" Boum"'ry

D Ea.t Buckhorn
E We.. Buckhorn

Sand Draw

54.0

82.0

19.8

65.0

21.0

10.0

TOTAL

296.7

449.8

64.3

210.3

104.0

SO.I

I 12.5. (001 width
2 27 .0-(001 width
3 4.O-fool widdl
4 39.O-fool wide paved surface

F S.ndo.Current disturbance within all affected watersheds is approximately 747 acres out of 196,800 acres, or 0 .004

percent.

Map 7
JONAH PROSPECT
Watersheds
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WATER QUALITY

a lei< nest within a 2-mile radius of the lei< with the bighest densities within 0 .25 miles of the lei<. Sage grouse
also winter in the general area. Wintering SO(!e grouse tmd to band together in groups of 100 or more.

There are no perennial streams thaI flow in the project area . Several inlcnniuent/cphemeral creeks do occur.
One intermittent riparian area associated with the stock pond exists within the project area and is located in
Section 32. T. 29 N .. R. 108 W. It is located on private land although the mineral estate is federally
controlled.

Other wildlife fOWld in !be uea iDc:lude grotmd squinels, badgers, coyotes and Ivian species adapted 10 !be
sagebrush vegelativ. community.

Groundwater occurs in the sandstones of the Green River and Wasatch Formations. Fresh to slightly brackish
groundwater total dissolved solids (TDS) ranging from 500 to 3.000 milligrams per liter (mg/l) occurs in the
sandstones of lbe Green River and Wasatch formations . These formations can be found from the surface down
to a depth of approximately 3,700 feet with sandstones OCCllJ'riDg as discrete, discontinuous units located at
random throughout the area. Below 3.700 feel lies the Fan Union Formation which also contains discrete
water-bearing sandstones with water quality ranging from brackish to saline (TDS range from 3.000 to over
10.000 mg/l) . F=b water (water containing less than 1.000 TDS) does not occur below 2.500 feet (the depth
to whicb the proposed surface casing is sct).
In general , water quality tends to become more saline at deeper depths. However, at depths of 7.500 to 8,000
feet, water quality improves and TDS values range from 650 to 2,600 mgII. In addition, water quality tends to
vary greatly in sands at various depths . Water-bearing sands with water measuring approximately 13,000 to
15,000 TDS are found berween sands containing water measuring 4,000 to 5,000 TDS. These fluctuations
appear to be typical within the section below surface casing down to approximately 7,000 feel.
The TDS values presented bere were obtained using calculations from resistivity logs of previously drilled gas
wells. This method of calculation is fairly reliable, especially if logs from several closely spaced wells c:.an be
used . The values presented bere were talcen from tIuee different Jonah Field gas wells. TDS values did
fluctuate as much as SO percent for sands that were correlated between wells. Although fluctuating, it is
difficult to say wbether the higher TDS values (greater than 10,000 TDS) are present. If they are, they appear
to be present in some of the sands. but are Dot prevalent.
Ac<ording to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) data, the Green River and Wasatch Formations probably
contain ground water under water-table conditions (as opposed to confined) from near surface to depths possibly
as much as 300 feet. This indicates that these shallower aquifers might connect to perennial streams such as the
Big Sandy and Green Rivers. This connection is most likely to occur within a few miles of these streams, bUI
the distance from me project area makes this connection doubtful.
Depth 10 water-bearing sands in the four existing water wells within the project area ranges from 105 to 290
feel. Water quality in these wells ranges from approximately 500 mg/l TDS to 3,000 mg/l TDS (these TDS
values from USGS data) . One water well is located on private surface (Section 32, T. 29 N., R. 108 W.) and
twO livestock water wells are located on public lands (Section 5, T. 28 N., R. 108 W .. and Section 12. T. 28
N .. R. 109 W.). McMuny has a water well located at the JF-I-4 well site (Section 4, T. 28 N., R. 108 W.).
This well will be used to supply fresb water during drilling activities. Map 3 shows existing facilities located
within the project area.

WILDLIFE
The project area provides summer range and transitional migration range for antelope during the spring and fall.
Antelope sightings have been reponed berween the project area and Highway 191.
Four sage grouse leks have been documented (survey conducted by the BLM and WGFD during the spring of
1994) within the project area or within I mile of the project area. The majority of sage grouse associated with
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Raptor DeSting sites are DOt documented in the project area; however, recent raplOr inventories are lacting. It is
known that the Big Sandy River, 10CII<d approximately 8 to 10 miles easI of !be project area, provides nesting
babiw to. wide range of raptor species.

WILD HORSES

area within !be boundary of !be Green River Resoura: Area is pat! of the proposed
Little Colorado Desert Wild Hones Managcmt:DI Area. Cum:mIy, 143 bones inhabit the management uea and
34 bones presently have their bome rang. within and arotIIId !be project area.

That ponion of !be project

THREATENED. ENDANGERED. CANDIDATE. AND SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES
Tbe USFWS has provided to !be BLM, by Memorandum dated November 17, 1993 (Appet>dix B), a list of
tItreatcDed, endangered, and c:.andidate species of mammals, fish, binls, and plants that either oa:ur or have !be
poIaltiai to occur within !be general area and therefore, could potentially be impacted by !be Proposed Action or
Full DeveloplllCDt alternatives.

Threetened end Endangered Species
BI2<k-Fooled Ferm - Tbe 1151 Imowu wild ferm popu1ation was fOWld Dear Meeteetse, Wyoming and a
population was introduced into Shirley Basin in 1992. The likelihood of finding wild ferrets is considered
almost non-existent. Tbe occurrence of ferrets within their historic r:mge must still be considered possible
(USFWS 1992).
Black-footed ferrets depend upon prairie dogs for both food and shelter. They have never been found outside of
prairie dog babiw. Exisling survey data and recent field inspections have not documented any prairie dog
towns in the project area nor along the twO sales pipeline routes .
Bald Eagle - On February 7. 1990, the USFWS published a Notice of Intent (55 FR 4209) to inform the public
of its intent to reclassify the bald eagle from endangered to threatened throughout all or ponioos of its range.
In 43 Slates. the bald eagle is classified as endangered. To date bowever, no formal reclassification proposal
bas been published by the agency .
No populations of bald eagles are documented in the project area. However, bald eagles are known to winter
and migrate along the Green River. The Big Sandy River, located approximately 8 to 10 miles east of the
project area, provides habitat for a variety of raplors . It is unknown if bald eagles winter or migrate along the
Big Sandy river corridor. Bald eagles bave been observed in the Farson-Eden area.
Peregrine Falcon - Peregrine falcons use the Green River as a spring and fall migration corridor. The Green
River is located approximately 20 miles west from the projetl area. The USFWS, U.S. Forest Service (USFS),
WGFD. and BLM bave been actively involved in a peregrine falcon introduction program in the upper Green
River area near Pinedaie. Falcons have been introduced by backing (releasing captive-raised birds from an
anificial nest site) since 1991. One sile near Fremont Lake was sponsored by USFS and another on the Green
River north of Cora was sponsored by the BLM . These effons should not be affetled by the Jonah Field
proposal.
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LiSled Fish Species - The four fish species (Colorado squawfish. humpback chub. bonylail chub. and razorback
sucker) considered endangered by the USFWS hiSlorically inhabited the Groen River drainage but their present
dlSlributioD is limiled to the river downstream from Flaming Gorge Dam. These species are adapted to lar~e.
deep. turbid and swift-flowing rivers in the Colorado and Green River drainages . Both Colorado squawfish and
bumpback chubs prefer to inhabit shaded pools and eddies. On the other band. bony tail chub and razorback
suckers like deep. swift-moving channels.
None of these species is likely to be found in the Green River upstream from Flaming Gorge Dam.
CODStruction of the dam bas been ciled as the principal cause of decreased numbers of these species in
Wyoming (Josepb. et aI. 1977). The preseoce of dams and reservoirs in the Colorado River sYStem reduced
flows and turbidity that the species bad adapted to and altered water temperatWeS. conditions to which
introduced species were bener adapted (Josepb. et aI. 1977).

Special St.tus Plants
Plant species which are federal candidates for listing as threatened or endangered are known to occur in the
project area. These species are not protected under the Eudmgered Species Act (1973), but are provided
protection by the BLM under the guidelines of BLM Manual 6840. Under these regulations. the BLM is
directed to ensure that actions authorized. funded. or carried"'"t do not contribute to the need to list Category I
and 2 (CI . C2) species as threatened or endangered. III order to comply with this directive. the BLM requires
Site-specific surveys for special swus plants in areas of known populations or potential popuIaIions (based on
presence of clwxteristic habitat) prior to authorizing surface disturbing activities .
Two candidate species. Cedar Rim thistle (Qnil!!!!!!i!!!!ml and conUacted Indian ricegrass <2ln!!1!ili
were found in the project area during a survey of Yellow Point Ridge (a ponion of the project area)
in the summer of 1993 (Fenig 1993).

~

These species, along with other native species, were also affected by in-stream and streamside habitat changes
brought about l>y livestock grazing. mining. forestry. channelization. and water diversion projects (Josepb. et aI.
1977). The USFWS bas determined that projects involving water withdrawals andIor depletions within the
Colorado River system bas jeopardiztd these species.

Bastard Draba Milkvetch - Bastard Draba milkvetch ~ c!rabelliformis), listed by the USFWS as
potentially occurring in the project area was not found during the survey. Bastard Draha mi1kvetch grows in
open sites associated with sagebrush andIor cushion plants. Soil types include sandstone, stony clay, badlands,
and barren clay slopes.

Candidate Species
FCUUginous Hawk - The ferruginous baw:C is a common resident found throughout the Rock Springs District,
including in and around the project area. These bawks could be found in riparian-cononwood and in basinshrubland habitats located within and outside the project area. Ferruginous hawks prefer to nest on low rocky
outcropS but may nest on the ground. on cut banks. in small groves of trees. or on artificial platforms. Food
consists primarily of ground squinels. pocket gopbers, and rabbits, all of which are found within the project
area.

Mountain Plover - The mountain plover is a common summer resident and bas been observed throughout the
Rock Springs District. It prefers sagebrush-grassland areas that provide open areas of shongrass and midgrass
of which is found in and around the project area. The plover nests on the ground, somewhat exposed and feeds
upon insects. especially grasshoppers .
Long-Billed Curlew - The curlew is a less common summer resident mal migrates out of me District during me
winter. It is associated mostly with wet-moist meadow grasslands and irrigated native meadow with aquatic
areas nearby. The project area does not contain this type of babitat; however, there is potential for the bird to
visit the Farson area located approximately 28 miles soumeast of the project area.

Cedar Rim ThiSlle - Based on survey infonnation. Cedar Rim thistle is found in sandy washes or eroding slopes
on the edges of benches and on batTen sandy or clayey sites. These sites tend to coincide with soils unit 116
described in the Burma Soil Survey.
Contnc!ed Indian Ricem!SS - The USFWS bas been petitioned to down-list Contracted Indian ricegrass to a
Category 3 (3C) StalUS based on the growing nunther of documented occum:nces and the widespread variety of
babitats. Although this species is still officially listed as a C2 species, the Wyoming Natural Diversity Data
Base. in agreement with USFWS, bas recommended management of the species as a Category 3C (Amidon, et
aI. DATE?). A 3C species receives limited management protection from the BLM; occum:nces will be
documented during site-specific surveys for other species. ConUacted Indian ricegrass occws in basin areas on
dry. shallow, or sandy soils at elevation from 4,800 to 7.500 feet.

In addition to the two federal candidate species. two other rare species were found during the 1993 survey.
Caespit05e cat' s-eye CCryptantha ~ and Payson' s bea.rdtonque <Penstemon paysolliorum) are known to
occur in the project area and are of moderate concern due to their restricted geographic range . Site-specific
surveys must also indicate the presence of these species. if they are found .

Loggerhead Shrike - The shrike is a common summer resident in the Rock Springs District and prefers pinyon·
juniper, woodland, basin-prairie, and mountain-foothills shrublands. It nests in trees. shrubs. or large sagebrush
where it can hide its nest and feeds upon insects. small venebralcs, and carrion.
Candidate Fish Species - The f1annelmouth sucker and the roundtail chub are classified as Category 2 (C2); they
inhabit the Green River drainage. Both species exhibit adaptation to strong currents associated with the
Colorado and Green Rivers but both may occur in tributary streams.
Adult flannelmoutb suckers prefer pools and eddies in main river channels although young are common in
backwaters of main channels (Joseph. et aI. 1977). Adult roundlail chubs are mostly associated with pools and
eddies while juveniles are most common in riffles of lower stream reaches (Joseph. et aI. 1977). One roundtail
chub was collected in the LaBarge area in 1979 and a f1annelmouth sucker was collected in the Groen River
nonh of LaBarge in 1979.
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CHAPTER IV - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
This section describes the impactS of implementing the Proposed Action. Full Development. and No Action
alternatives. BLM sLilldard stipulations and Conditions of Approval (Appendix C) bave been incorporoted into
the Proposed Action and Full Development alternatives. This section assumes that these stipulations and
conditions will be implemented. Additional mitigation measures may be identified to further min.imize residual

impocIs.
LAND USE
A significant impact to land use would be defmed as any use that is DOl in conformance or allowed by county .
...... or federal land use plans. All alternatives "'" compatible with other uses (i. . .. grazing and agriculture)
and "'" allowed and in conformance with applicabl. county and federal land use plans. Additional construction
pennits would be ~imI from Subloo. County prior to surface disturbing activities.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Proposed Action

Because of th. actions taI<en by McMuny as described under the Proposed Action in Chapter 2. no unaceeptable
impacts are anticipated due [0 hazardous uweri.als. Unanticipated events are always possible. However.
McMuny would be ~ to comply with applicabl. planning .fforts and emergency procedures ~ by
local. swe. and federal regulllions regudiDg the prevention. reponing. and cleanup should an accidental rei .....
of a hazardous maerial oa:ur.
Full Development Alternative

II SI06 million over the Iif. of the project. Assuming sales tax remain II four percent, up to SS6.400 could be
collected by the Sw. of Wyoming (based on S30,OOO per well for equipment) of which a pan would be
retumed to Subl.ne County . In addition. Sublette County would collect a yearly ad valorem tax on w.1I bead
equipment (minus depreciation) and on yearly production (figures supplied by the Stale). Th. Swe of Wyoming
would collect a six percent severance tax in th. amount of S6.34 million over the Iif. of the project. In
addition. the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission would collect a conservation tax II the m. of
0.0006 percent on naruraI gas production.

NaIUraI gas wells producing federal minerals pay a 12.5 percent royalty on gas sales. Thus, th. federal
government would collect approximately 51l.3 million over the Iif. of the project. One·half of this amount
we l id be returned to th. Swe of Wyoming. These figures "'" estiDwes and may either increase or decrease
depending upon the m. of production from any single well, f1ucruations in naruraI gas prices. and th. stability
of tax raIeS.
County Planners in both Subl.n. and Sweerwller counties hav. expressed concern over the tight housing market
and lack of availabl. rentals to house temporory .mployees him! outside of the local or regional area.
Implementation of McMuny's Proposed Action would require three crews coosisting of four individuals each to
work one drilling rig. One drilling rig would be employed during th. drilling pilose of the project. McMuny
bas secured the services of one drilling company where workers have permanenl resiclen= in the Rivenon,
Wyoming, area (Herben 1994). Thus, these workers would require temporory housing while working .
McMuny bas indicated that the drilling company would provide !emporory housing in the form of three mobil.
homes located in Farson, Wyoming (Herben 1994). On the basis of these plans, 00 impocIs would oa:ur to the
bousing market in Sublette or SweetWaJer counties. Other socioecooomie issues, sudlas impocIs on schools,
area population levels, per capita income, .tc .. "'" negligibl. because of the smaIl worlcfon:c, him! within the
region, associlled with the Proposed Action and th. Full Development alternatives.

Potential for impacts would be th. same as described under the Proposed Action. However, potential for
accidental spills or leaks would continue over a longer period of time.

Since on. drilling rig would be .mployed during the drilling phase, th.re would be linl. impact to the average
daily traffic currently occwring On Highway 191, as the rig and equipment would be moved from one location
to the n.xt within th. project area. Two company, on. crew, and one pusher vehicl. would be expected 10
make approximaely five round·trips from .ith.r Pinedal. or Farson per day .

No Action Alternative

Full Development Altemative

Under this alternative. potential for accidental spills or leaks would DOl exist since further drilling activities
would be denied . Potential for spills or leaks related to current maintenance activities (i .c., gasoline leaks from
vehicles) would continue.

Assuming all 99 w.lls "'" producers and each well produces 1.5 billion cubic feet of gas before being plugged
and abandoned and gas prices remain II SI.SO per thousand cubic feet . • xpected revenues would be
approximately 52. 25 million per well. Total revenues generated from the project would be estimated at 5222
million. Assuming that sales tax remains at four percent, up to S8.9 could be collected by the Stat. of
Wyoming (based on 530.000 per well for equipment) of which a pan would be returned to Sublene County. In
addition. Sublette County would collect a yearly Ad Valorem tax based on well bead equipment (minus
depreciation) and yearly production (figures supplied by th. State). Th. Swe of Wyoming would collect a six
petUnt severance tax in the amount of SIl.3 million ov.r th. Iif. of th. project. In addition . th. Wyoming Oil
and Gas Conservation Commission would collect a conservation tax at the rate of 0 .0006 percent on nuuraJ gas
production.

Additional Mitigation Measures
No additional measures bave been identified.
SOCIOECONOMICS

Proposed Action
Increases in the demand for temporary bousing in excess of availabiliry would be considered signiftcaDt. Either
shon· or long· term increases in demand for local governmental facilities would also be considere.:1 significant.

Gas wells producing federal minerals pay a 12 .5 pen:cnt royalty on gas sales. Thus. the federal government
would collect approximately S27.8 million ov.r th. Iif. of the project of wbich one·half would be returned to
the State of Wyoming . Again. these estimates may change depending upon production of any single well.
fluctUations of narural gas prices, and the stability of tax rates .

Assuming all 47 wells are producers; each well produces 1.5 billion cubic feet of gas before being plugged and
abandoned: and gas prices remain at Sl.SO per thousand cubic feet, expected revenues would be approximately
S2 .25 million per well over the life of the ,well . Total revenues generated from the project would be estimated
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Since only one drilling rig would be employed over the II-year period. drilling eighl wells per year. no
additional impacts would be expected to occur above what is described under the Proposed Action except the

VISUAL RESOURCES

impacts would occur over a longer period of time.

Proposed Action

No Action Alternative

Any conslruction within a visual resource managemenl (VRM) area classified as Class I would be considered
significant. The projeel area is raled Class IV under VRM guidelines. No significanl impact to the visual
quality of the area is anlicipated since the addilion of aboveground fa<ilities would be painted an envmmmental
color 10 blend inlO the narurallandscape. The projeel COmponenlS would DOl be VISIble from HIghway 191 once
drilling equipmenl is moved off-sile. Depending upon Ibe Incalion. drilling rigs may be seen by those traveling
on Highway 191.

Implementation of lhis alternative would eliminate additional revenues generated by Dew well production,
collected at the county. Slale, and federal levels. It would also reduce employment opponunities (or
local/regional contractors and workers. There would be no change in demand for either temporary or
permanenl bousing nor cb.anges in uaffic pauems on Highway 191.
Additional Mitigation Measuras

Consuuction a<livilY associated with the Jonah Nonb sales pipeline could be visible from Highway 191 since at
ilS clostsl poinl, it would be Incaled approximately 2.S miles wesl of the highway. Any reclaimed pipeline
corridor within 0 .25 10 O.S miles of a bighway is visible. Neitller the Jonah Nonb or the Jonah West sale
pipelines would be visible from Highway 191.

No additional measures have been identified.

RECREATION

Full Development Alternative
Prooosed Action
Any activity that would prohibit or interfere with existing developed recreation sites or facilities would be

considered significant. No such sites are within or adjacent to the project area; therefore, no impacts would
occur. Hunting is considered the primary recreational activity in the area and minor inconveniences to hunters
could be expeeled. The impa<1S from one drilling rig would be negligible. There would be a slighl increase in
the polenlial for poa<hing by projeel workers andlor barassmenl of wildlife and wild borses by dogs broughl
onlo the worksile by projecl workers. Off-road vehicle use could occur, bowever, BLM's policy in this area is
"open" to off-road vehicle use. Therefore, impaclS from off-road vehicle usc would be minimal.

The impa<1S described under the Proposed Action would be expected to be Ibe same for this alternative except
that Ibe visual inlntSion of a drilling rig to those individuals traveUing on Highway 191 would last over a longer
period of lime (II years vs. S years).
No Action Alternative
Implementalion of the No Action Allcntalive would eliminate temporary visuaJ impacts from Highway 191
during the drilling pbase of the projeel. Nor would there be potenlial for visual inttusion during consuuction of
the Jonah Nonb sales pipeline 10 those using Highway 191.

Full Development Alternative
Additional Mitigation Measures
Impa<1S would be expeeled
longer period of lime.
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remain the same as described under Ibe Proposed Action bUI would occur over a
No additional measures have been identified.

No Action Alternative

AIR QUALITY

No changes to existing hunting acl;vities would be expected and the likelihood of poaching and/or harassment of
wildlife and wild horses would be negligible 51.Dee addition..) drilling would nOi occur.

Proposed Action

Additional Mitigation Measures
McMuIl)' could adopt a policy where any employee «neluding contractors) convicted of a major big game
wildlife violation would be subject to disciplinary action. This would help to avoid the illegal taking of game.
McMuny could adopt a policy that would probibit firearms or domestic dogs at the work site. This would
eliminate the temptation to shoot wildlife and eliminate the potential for wildlife andlor wild horse harassment

by dogs.
MeMuny could implement a policy 10 educate potel~tial employees about laws and regulations protecting
wildlife and wild horses .
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Air pollution is controlled through ambient air qualiry and emission standards and permit requirements
establisbed under the Federal Clean Air Acl and is adminiSlered by Ibe Wyoming Depanment of Environmenlal
Qualily-Air Quality Depanmenl (WDEQ-AQD). Exceeding ambienl federal or stale air quality standards
would be considered significant.
One air contaminanl ..socialed with the Proposed AClion would be fugilive dust generated during consuuction
and traffic a<livilies. II is eslimaled thai approximalely 4.6 IOns of fugitive dusl could be generaled each year
by surface disturbing activities (based on 91 Ibs/a<re soil loss). Generally speaking. most of the beavy
paniculate matter would settle within a few hundred feet of disturbance. Fugitive dust would be reduced since
new roads would be properly COnslrucled and graveled wbere needed.
Long·lerm loss of soil via fugilive dusl could be eslimated as bigh as 9.6 IOns of TSP per year (91 Ibs/a<re, 212
acres). However. once initial reclamalion is completed. this number would be expected to drop to
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approximalely 1 10 1.7 IOns per year of fughive dust since compaction of long-Ierm. disturbance areas would
occur due to moiscurt . vehicle naffle. and lack of funher soil dislwbance.
Air pollulalll. produced by drilling rig. utilizing diesel.powered engines would be expected to produce
approximately one ton of TSP per well drilled. Therefore, if eighl well. are drilled per year, it is expected that
eight tons of TSP could be produced eacb year. In addition to TSP, 104 tons of nitrous oxides, 29 tons of
sulfur dioxide, and 22 tons of carbon monoxide (EPA 1979, section 3.3·1) could be produced with
implementalion of che Proposed Action. Ocher common sources of pollutants would come from diesel-powered,
eanhmoving equipmenl and vebicles, and gasoline-powered vehicles and tnlcks. These air pollutants do not
exceed Wyoming air quality standards and therefore . would noc cause significanl adverse impact.
Paniculate emissions vary substantially from day to day depending on the level of activity, specific operations,
and weather conditions. Overall, implemenlalion of the drilling program as proposed would not exceed WDEQ·
AQD standards since prevailing westerly winds would disbune airborne particulales. Therefore, wilderness air
quality standaJds sbould not be impacted for the Bridger, Fitzpatrick, and Popo Agie Wilderness Areas
administered by the USFS. Nor would the air quality standaJds within the BLM Scab Creek Wilderness Study
Area be compromised. All of these special management areas are located 30 to SO miles north and northeast of
the project area.
No H 2S or SO, gases bave been encountered in the formations drilled thus far and none are antiCipated in future
drilling operations.
Volatile Organic Hydrocarbons (VOC.) may be vented into the atmospbere during blow-doWD (Oaring to clean
out the well) activities. Very linle waler bas been produced from the seven existing well.; bowever, as
producing wells age, it is common to begin recovering additional water requiring more frequent blow-downs.
When VOCs are vented into the atmospbere , they may combine with other chemicals to produce owne.
Insufficient data currently exists to make any predictions of volumes. However, ir is unlikely that chese
practices would exceed Wyoming standaJds and therefore, would not cause significant impacts.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Proposed Action
Loss of cultural resources eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places would be considered
significant.
While inventory and avoidance would adequuely protect known cultural malerials, potential exists to adversely
effect unrecognized or buried cultural materials lacking surface expression. BLM requires surveys prior to
surface disturbing activities. Based on existing procedures. it is tmIikely thai impJemenwion of this alternative
would lead to significant impacts to cultural resources . Aoy unanticipaled sites or materials uncovered during
construction activities would be bandied on a case·by..,... basis according to procedures set forth by the BLM
and in consultation with the Wyoming SWe Historic Presetvalion Office and if """"""'Y, with the Advisory
Council on Historic Presetvalion. If it is found during surveys thai surface cultural materials (e.g. , arrowbeads)
are common, potential for illegal collecting of artifacts would increase.
An assessment of impacts on traditional Nllive American religious or cultural sites will be conducted in the
spring of J994 . Any concerns raised will be addressed on • case·bY""" basis bY coordination and consultation
aIDong the BLM, the affected Nalive American groUP. McMuny, and the Wyoming Swe Historic Presetvation
Office (Native American Specialist).
Fyll Development Alternlltive
With implementation of the Full Development alternative, the probability of ftnding or uncovering cultural
materials during construction activities increases. Any sites or materials would be managed according to
establisbed BLM procedures.
No Action Alternlltive

Full Development Alternlltive
Implementation of chis alternative would eliminate funher potential impacts to cultural resources.
Since the number of wells drilled in anyone year would remain the SaIDe (eight wells), impacts would be the
same for this alternative except that they would occur over a longer period of time (l1·years). Thus, the total
amount of emissions (all sources of pollutants) over the life of the project would be expected to reach in excess
of 1.844 tons .

Additionlll Mitiglltion Mellsures
McMuny could implement a poliey to educate potential employees about laws and fmes for illegal COllecting of
anifacts. This would ensure employees are informed and would protect cultural resources from vandalism.

No Action Alternlltive

PALEONTOLOGY
~o addit~onal drilli.ng would take place thus eliminaling further release of pollutants. Daily maintenance activiry

via gasolme- and diesel-powered vehicles would still be required. Thus , current levels of TSP and pollutants
would continue but would remain within the limits of Wyoming air quality standards.
Additional Mitiglltion Mellsures
~ dust a~atement pr~gram, in addition to proper road construction and graveling requirements, should be
Included 10 the required Transportation Plan. The authorized officer should monitor construction and
operational activity and if deemed necessary , require McMurry to implement dust-abatement measures.
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Proposed Action
Destruction of any fossils considered imponant for scientific purposes would be considered significant. It could
be possible to uncover paleontological resources during the construction pbase of the proposal. In those areas
where bedrock would be disturbed by construction activities, and paleontological resources uncovered,
construction would be stopped and a determination of significance made by a qualified paleontologist on a case·
by-case basis. A recovery or avoidance plan would be developed in accordance with the significance
determination. Therefore, and as long as construction is balted and the site evaluated, there would not be
significant impacts to the paleontological resource .
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Full Development Alternative

No Action Alternative

Impacts would be similar to Proposed Action but the likelihood of encountering paleontological resource would
increase since more bedrock would be disturbed.

No additional disrurbance to the vegetation resource would occur. ApproJtinwely 40 acres would remain
disturbed until the existing seven wells are plugged and abandoocd and successfully rcclaimcd .
TABLES
IMPAcrs OF THE PROPOSED AcnON ON LIVESTOCK GRAZING ALLOl'MENTS

No Action Alternative
Implementation of this alternative would eliminate potential impacts to paleontological resources.

ALLOTMENT
NAME

Additional Mitigation Measures
McMurry should inform it's workers (including contractors) about the possible presence of fossil materials and
instructed on what to look faT and what to do if fossil evidence is encountered.

ACRES

COMPONENTS
PROPOSED
AcnON'

FORAGE LOSI'
ACRES

AUMS

c;;,OFTorAL

wsrl

ALLOTMENT
FORAGE
LOSI'

SBORTOR

LONGTERM%
Figure Four

114,425

10.5 Mi sale ppln

70
0

sbon
long

9 wells

28
20

sbon
long

roads!
g-pplns

37
24

shon
long

wareyani

20

long

38 wells

118
83

long
shon

roads!
g-pplns

159
100

shon
long

16.5 Mi sale ppln

110
0

shan
long

7.0 main access
road
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1.3 Mi sale ppln

8

VEGETATION
Sublette

66,000

Boundary

30,000

4 .0
0 .0

0 .06

8.S-shon

0 .28

Proposed Action
Implementation of the Proposed Action would disturb approximately SOO additional aaes of native, existing
vegetation within the 28-square-mile project area. Approximately 288 ac~ (30 peIt:Cllt of wen pads, 36
percent of access roads, and 100 percent of gathering and sale pipelines) would be rcclaimcd shonly after
disturbance leaving 212 oem; disturbed over the life of the project. This would be a DCCCSSar)' and unavoidable
impact to the vegetation resource. McMuny would be required to reseed areas where reclamar.ioD effans have
failed until a successful stand of native vegetation bas been established. Fencing may be ncccssary in some
cases to keep livestock and wild horses off the _ e d areas in order to obtain successful rcclanwion. This
would be determined on a case-by~ basis (e.g., the JF 4-12 location is close enough to livestock: WaleT to
preclude successful rcclamation and would need to be fenced).

0 .21
Desen Common

135,917

Implementation of the Proposed Action would cause a loss of 5 1.7 AUMs during initial disturbance althougb
within 3 to S years, approximately 23.4 AUMs would be ~torcd after rcclanwion. Over the life of the
project, approximately 212 acres would remain disturbed and 28.3 AUMs would be lost until final rcclamation

is completed following abandonment.
Cumulatively. the Proposed Action. as described under the soils section. affects five allotments . Table 7
summarizes existing acres of vegetation taken OUI of production due to roads and Table 8 lists additional
vegetation that would be taken out of production if the Proposed Action is fully implemented over the life of the
project due to well pads. access roads, and wareyard.

6.4-long

Stud Ho"e
Common

IS,45S

30.6shon

0 .28

14.5-long

0 .13

long

8.6-shon

0.36

shan

7.4-long

0 .31

Full Development Alternative
Implementation of this alternative would disturb approximately 874 additional acres of native. existing
vegetation. Approximately 414 acres would be reclaimed shanly after disturbance leaving 460 acres disturbed
over the life of the project. Construclion would cause an initial loss of approximately 86 .S AUMs and 50.3
AUMs would be lost over the life of the project.

I lnc:ludes seven e~isting wells. acc:ess roadIpipc:linc corridors . Approximately 0.5 miles of sale pipeline ouuM1e affcc~ aUotmcnu.
2 Shon.u:rm _ 3 to S yean ; lon"u:nn _ life of me natural gu project (20-30 yean).
3 AUM _ I AUM is the amount of forage needed 10 feed I cow and her ca1f for I month.

Cumulat ively. the Full Development alternative, as described under the soils section. affects five allotments.
Table 7 summarizes existing acres taken out of production due to existing roads and Table 9 lists the additiona1
vegetation that would be taken out of production over the life of the project due to well pads and access roads if
this alternative is fully implemented.
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TABLE 9
IMPACTS OF FllLL DEVELOPMENT ON LIVESTOCK GRAZING BY ALLOTMENT
ALWTMENT
NAME

ACRES

Figure Four

114,425

Sublette

66,000

Boundary

30,000

Desen Common

135,917

15,455

Stud Horse
Common

COMPONENTS
PROPOSED
ACTION

10.5 Mi sale ppln

FORAGE LOST
ACRES
70
0

AUMS
LOST

SHORT OR
LONG TERM
shon
10Dg

39 wells

121

as

shon
10Dg

roads/
g-pplns

161
103

shon
10Dg

wareyard

20

10Dg

59 wells

183
138

10Dg
shon

roads/
g-pplns

244
156

shon
10Dg

16.5 Mi sale ppln

110
0

shon
10Dg

48

10Dg

4 .0
0 .0

% OF TOTAL
ALLOTMENT
FORAGE
LOST

0.06

1.3 Mi sale pplD

30.2
shon

1.01

18.8
10Dg

0 .63

Based on the dIIa in Table 8, approximately 51.7 AUMs offorage would be lost initially with implemenwion
of the Proposed Action. However approximately 23.4 AUMs would be ....ored within 3 to 5 years, leaving
28.3 AUMs lost for the life of the project.

42.6shon

0 .39

When considering forage loss on an allotment basis, the impact would not be significant. The Desen Common
Allotment would be impacted most with an initial loss of 30.6 AUMs and 14.5 AUMs over the long term. In
no case would the long-term loss exceed 0 .6 percent of the allOClled forage. Substantial DOn-use is being
carried by pennin... within these allotments. Therefore, no adjustments in forage allOCllion would be required.

23.410Dg

0.22

8.6shon

0.36

7.4long

0.31

8

shan

Under this alternative, four of the five allotments would be impacted and to a greater degree. Table 9
summarizes the impact as calculated for each allotment.

The BLM should require the additioD of two pounds per acre of Needle and thread @ie comata) to the seed
mix for sandy sites and rwo pounds per acre of Scarlet globemallow (Sphaera!cea coccinea) to the seed mix on
disturbed areas . The addition of these two species would help ensure revegetation of sandy areas and would
provide useful forage for livestock, wildlife, and wild horses. The recommended seed mix would be:
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre
Ibs/acre

Cumulative impacts from other development within these allotments would not be of concern. The McMuny
development represents the first major surface disturbing development within these allotments since the
rangeland forage survey was conducted in the early 19605.

Full Development Alternative

Additional Mitigation Measures

3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2 .00
0 .25
2.00

LIVESTOCK GRAZING
Proposed Action
A 10 percent or gIeater reduction in AUMs in any single allOtment would be considered significant. The
Proposed Action would directly impact four of the five grazing allotments within the project area. The impact
would be from vegewion loss due to one or more of the following actions: well pads, access roads, gathering
pipelines, or sale pipelines. Table 8 summarizes the impacts 15 calcullled for each allOllllellt.

7.0 main access
road

ReclamatioD success should be evaluated annually. If grazing by livestock andIor wildlife is determined to be
advmely affecting revegewioD success, the authorized officer should requiR McMuny to take measures to
correct the problem, e.g .. well pads, problem segments of access roads or pipelines, etc., should be fenced until
revegetation and surface (soil) stability are deemed successful . McMuny should maintain all fencing in good
repair.

Thickspike Wheatgrass
Western Wheatgrass (native)
Bluebunch Wheatgrass
Indian Ricegrass

Wintcrfat
Scarlet Globemallow (loamy and shallow soils only)
Needle and Thread (sandy soils only)
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Based OD the data in Table 9, approximately 86.5 AUMs of forage would be lost initially to livestock use under
the Full Development alternative. However, 36.2 AUMs would be restored within 3 to 5 years following
reclamation (pipelines. etc.) and 50.3 AUMs would remain lost for the life of the projcct
Initially, the Boundary and Desen Common Allotments would be impacted the most with 30.2 and 42.6 AUMs
lost respectively in the shon term . This represents 1.01 and 0.39 percent of the allocated use within these
allotments. Following reclamation (3 to 5 years) approximately 18.8 AUMs and 23.4 AUMs respectively would
be lost for the life of the project within these two allotments. This represents 0.63 and 0.22 pen:ent of the
allocated forage . In light of the non-use taken by allonees , and the fact thll approximately 30 percent of well
pad, 36 percent of access road/gathering pipeline corridors, and 100 percent of sale pipelines would be
revegetated within 3 to 5 years, no significant impact would occur to livestock operations. No adjUStmeDts in
forage allocation would be necessary .
Cumulative impact would be the same as described under the Proposed Action.

No Action Alternative
The existing siruation would continue and no additional loss of AUMs would occur.
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to achieve predisturbance plant prodtu:tion and cover. Because the Jonah Field .... is ODe of relalively pew
development. an occepuble reclaowion practice has DOl been fully emblished for this..... TestS should be
established where available topsoil depths of up to 12 incites an: stripped on selected road and well pad sites.
These sites should be selected on a case-by-case basis within the different soil types that would meet soil depth
criteria. the test would compare and evaluate the succ::ess of revegetation in relation to varied topsoiling
practices.

Additional Mitigation Measures
No additional measures have been identified.

SOILS

Proposed Action
soils would be eonsidered significant if Wyoming water quality standards are exceeded due to
increased erosion and sedimentation. Approximately SOO acres would be disturbed initially over a five·year
period (approxillW.ly 100 acres per year) from w.n pads. access roads. and pipelines. ApproxillWely 288
ac.... would be reclaimed shonly aft.r disturbance (55 to 60 acres per year) . All pipelines would be reclaimed
as soon as possible after disturbance.
Impacts

10

Long-t.rm disturbance from w.U pads and the uavelway on access roads would be approximat.ly 212 acres.
No significant adv."" impact would be expeeled with proper implementation of storm waler discharg. and
erosion control measures.

CUmulative long-term impact to soils as the result of surface cIisturbuJce UDder the Proposed Action would be
expected to be negligibl. assuming continued proper implementation of Slorm water discharge and erosion
control measwes. The addition of 40 weUs to the existing seven wells would inctase soil cIisturbaDc:e by 0 .006
percent (Table 10).

TABLE 10
PROPOSED AcnON
CUMULATIVE LONG-TERM IMPAcrs TO AFFECTED WATERSHED
BY PERCENTAGE OF DISI1JRBANCE
WATERSHED NAME

EXISTING
DISI1JRBANCE

PROPOSED AcnON

TOI'AL

Soils on the slope b=lcs (unit 116) are subject to waler .rosion due to teXtun:. carboDal. content. and slope.
Storm water discbarge and required erosion coD1r01 measures would direct runoff water from disturbed sites

Bull Draw

0.005

0 .002

0 .007

away from these slopes.

Long Draw

0.005

0 .004

0.009

Jonah Gulch

0.003

0 .002

0 .005

E. Buckhorn

0_003

0.001

0.004

Most of the soils on fans and drainages (Units 106. 108. 125) an: subject to .ither piping (i. •.• soil collapse) or
seepage if used for waler impoundment. Sandy soils (units 110. 126) an: subject to wind erosion and could
contain culrural sites.
Soil in the roads and on the pads would become compacted during construction. drilling. and opemional
activity . If this compaction is DOt adequately ripped during reclamation, the potential for successful revegetation
would be diminished and soil erosion potential could greatly increase. If the roads in the project area are DOt
adequalcly designed, then: would be potential for accelerated erosion duc to conccntr3led runoff.
Implementation of storm water discharge and required erosion control measures would ensure avoidance of
degradation caused by increased. surface disturbance.
Topsoiling - Topsoiling is a general term that is applied to the stripping depth of soil material thai possesses
good plant growth supponing characteristics. II may be what is known as "A" horizon, • A· and ·B· horizon,
or only "B" horizon . and even "C" horizon . Each horizon represents a decrease in the quality of plant growth
medium . The stripping, storage. and respreading of topsoil is extremely imponant to successful reclamalion of
disturbed lands. Munshower (1994) summarizes the work of a number of researche" (WilliaIDS 1991 ; Power.
et al . 1979; Bmb and Manin 1982) relative to the depth of topsoil necessary to achieve predisturbance plant
production and cover. Typically the research showed an increase in plant production with topsoil depths of up
to 20 inches. Wayne Cook. Roben Hyde. and Phillip Sims (Range Seience Series No . 16 - no dale) found the
conservation of topsoil a must where a stand of vegetation is necessary for soil stabilization and beautification.
Their findings stated that topsoil should be respread evenly:
~ .. . at a depth of six to eight inches over a suitable subsoil material so that a plant growth medium of
at least 18 inches in depth is provided. An 18-inch depth is necessary for storage of waler to fi.ld
capacity that is received during fall and winter. Such moisture is necessary for plants to survive the
dry summer months that frequently prevail. ..

W. Buckhorn

0.004

0.000

0 .004

Sand Draw

0 .004

0.001

0 .005

Average Chang.

0 .004

0 _002

0.006

Full Development Alternative
Uoder this alternative. 92 additional wells would be drilled for a tntal of 99 wells over an II-year period (eight
wells per year). Approximately 874 acres would be disturbed over the 11- year period (SO ac= per year) from
well pads and access roads. Approximalely 414 acres would be reclaimed (35 to 40 acres per year) shonly
after disturbance. All pipelines would be completely reclaimed shonly after disturbance and subilized within 3
to S years.
Long-term disturbance from well pads and access roads would be approximately 460 acres. No significant
Impact would be expected with proper implementation of storm water discharge and required erosion control
measwes. Special measwes would be required for the soil types described uoder the Proposed Action to avoid
unnecessary degradalion.
Cumulative long.term impacts to soils as a result of the Full Development alternative would be oegligible
assuming continued implementation of storm water discharge and erosion control measures. The addition of 92
wells to the existing seven wells would increase soil disturbance by 0.007 percent (Table II).

BLM' s standard topsoil stripping practice has been to remove and conserve for reclamation all available topsoil
up to 6 inches, Based on research fmdings. this may not be sufficient to ensure optimum soil stabilization and
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TABLE 11
FULL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVE
CUMULATIVE LONG-TERM IMPACTS TO AFFECTED WATERSHED
BY PERCENTAGE
DISTURBANCE

or

EXISI'ING
DISTURBANCE

PROPOSED AcnON

TOTAL

Bull Draw

0 .005

0.002

0.007
0.011

WATERSHED NAME

Long Draw

0.005

0 .006

Jonah Gulch

0.003

0 .004

0.007

E. Buckhorn

0 .003

0.001

0.004

W. Buckhorn

0.004

0 .000

0.004

Sond Draw

0.004

0 .003

0 .007

Average Change

0.004

0 .003

0 .007

No Action Alternative
No additional disnubaDce 10 soils would occur. Soils in the existing roads and well pads would remain
compacted for the life of the wells . Stabilization of the existing wells, once reclaimed, would talce from 3 10 5

years.
Additional Mitigation Measures
All impoundments, including reserve pits, that are consUUcted in soils that are permeable (units 106, 108, 125)
should be lined or otherwise self-contained due 10 seepage andIor piping. lbe need for lining or other forms of
self-containment should be determined on a case-by-ase basis.
T opsoiling of selected rood and well pod siles should be conducted wbere available lopsoil depths op 10 12
Inches are slnpped and conserved for reclamation. The success of revegclation OD these sites should be
compare againsl 6-incb lopsoiling in comparable soil types. lbe results would provide essenlial data for
establishing a topsoiHng standard for this area . Fencing should be installed on some control sites and none on
others .

Prior 10 lopsoil replacemenl, the pod or backmled malerial should be ripped at leasl 24 inches 10 reduce

compaction.
lbe BLM may requi", cenain locations 10 be feneed if well pod inspections show that reclamalion effons bave
failed due to overgrazing by livestock and/or wildlife (see additional mitigation under the vegetation section).
McMuny would be required to maintain fences in good repair until revegetation and/or site stability are deemed

successful.
Soils shown as map unil 116, Burma Rood Soil Survey, bas a moderale 10 bigb polealial for excess water
erosion due to the texture , carbonate conlent, and slope. Disturbance of this soil type should be avoided if
possible. Avoiding disturbance of this soil rype would eliminate potential increased water erosion and would

WATERSHED
Proposed

Action

AJly activity that would viol ... WyOllliDJ ambiem ...... quaIiIy _
(floodplain protectioo) would be considered sipificat.

Forty addilional wells (Plus the sevm existiDg wdIs) ~ mmve I pmd local of 571 aaa of vegetlIioo and
would ..use both ';bon- and long·lmII ;q.u 10 the IOQ) _
. Following n:cIlIDllioo. I pmd lotal of
276 ..:res would ,emain cIiJIurbed for the life of the fidd. RIles of wind and ...... erosion would increase
above lWllnl rat'" until n:cIlIDlliolI of cIiJIurbed areas bas proved suazssful. McMuny would comply with
Wyoming DEQ SlanD waw discIwJe requimDODlS _
~ be apectallO reduce pocauial ;q.u 10 the
WaIershed.
Cumulative loog-lmll ;q.u 10 the _
as I ~I of surface dixnubaDce would DOl be apectallo be
sigoific:.ml. Table 6 lists the .ix _
affected by the Proposed Actioo (40 proposed wells in addition 10
the 7 existing well.) . Approximately 747 aaa of cIiJIUIbance pn:sadIy exists within these .
Implementatioo of the Proposed Actioo would increase the tollI long-lmll soil dixnubaDce by 276 aaa or
0.006 (1,023 aaa) pen:all. Table 10 SlIlIlIDIrizI:s the cumulative dixnubaDce by _
(Map 5).
lbe area of disnubaDce within each of the delineated watersheds is small in comparison 10 the lotal area of each
watershed. If the proposed disnubaDce were evenly dispersed over the en"", watershed, there would be little
coneem over the cumulative impacts. However. because the activity would be COnc:eDtnled in ponions of the
affected watersheds. there is polentiallo bave a minor cumulative effect from well pods and roods within subwatersheds. Based upon the mapped watersheds, sub-watersheds (Order I and 2) of Long Draw and Jonah
Gulch appear 10 bave the 8"'alesl poleatial for this 10 occur.
Many of the proposed well sites are located ..... epbemeral drainages . Althougb there is little 10 00 flow in
these drainage cbanDels for masl of the year. they c:.m and do cootain substantial flows during nmoff ..ealS.
Therefore. it would be imponant to adhere to con.suuction guidelines aDd avoid disturbances within or near a
cbanDel's inner gorge.

Full Development Alternative
Removal of 874 acres of vegetation would increase the potential for impactS to the watershed. The potentiaJ for
indirect impacts to water quality would increased proponionarely.
Cumulative long-term impacts to the watersheds as a result of surface disturbance would Dot be expected to be
significant with implementation of erosion control measures. Table 6 lists the six watersheds affected by the
Full Development alternative (92 new wells in addition to the seven existing wells). Approximately 747 acres
of disturbance presently exists within the watersheds. Implementation of the Full Development alternative
would inc,.,... the 10tal soil disturbance by 52S acres or 0 .007 pen:all (1,277 acres). Table II slJlDlDarizes the
cumulative disturbance by walershed (Map 5).

No Action Alternative
Implementation of the aJternative would preclude funber disturbance to the affected watersheds . Thus,
addilional impacts would be expected.

protect Cedar Rim thistle habitat (see speciaJ status plants section).
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and lIlY violatioo of EO 11988
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DO

No additional meawes bave been identified.

intermittent/ephemeral creekbeds if storm water prevention devices = t l y employed by McMuny fail; an
unlikely event since the area is generally flat and existing well pads and access roads are oat located adjacent to
existing creekbeds. No additional impacts to ground water quality would be expected.

WATER QUALITY

Additional Mitigation MeaSures

Proposed Action

No additional measures have been identified.

AIJy activil)' thaI would violate Wyoming ambient water quality standards and any violation of EO 11988
(floodplain protection) would be consideml significant. Additionally. degradation of usable ground water to the
point wbere it is DO longer usable would also be considered significant.

WILDLIFE

No perennial smams Dow through the project area; then:fore. the Proposed Action would DOt cause any direct
impact to water quality of a flowing stream. IDdirect impacts to water quality could occur due to sedimentatioD
andIor pollutants leaving distwbed areas and flowing into intermittent/ephemeral creel< beds. However.
McMuny would be required by the state to comply with Wyonting DEQ storm Water run-off requirements.
Thus. DO impacts to surface water quality would be expected as long as Wyonting DEQ requimnents are
implemented.

Any project-related activity that would result in • decrease in the abUity to meet the 1987 antelope population
objectives set by the Wyonting Game and Fish Depanment would be consi_ Significant. ImplernentMion of
the Proposed Adion would lead to an initial loss of approximaldy SOD acres of forage and cover over the life of
the project. Approximately 288 acres would be reclaimed shortly after distwbant:e. leaving approximaldy 212
acres IIDI<claimed for the duration of McMuny's project if fully implemented.

Additional Mitigation Meaures

The proposed casing and cementing program for the proposed natura1 gas wells would be designed to protect
ground water quality. Surface casing and cement would be set to a depth of 2.SOD feet. thereby isolating all
fresh Water (TDS less than 1.000 mgJl) zones. In addition. surface casing would isolate all fresh water-bearing
ground water zones which may have surface water c::onnectiOD from the more saline waters or hydrocarbons.
ProductioD casing would be cemented from total depth back to 400 feet above the shallowest natura1 gas·bearing
zone (approximately 7.SOD feet for depth of top of cement). This would isolate bydrocarbons from all other
water-bearing zones. which as stated in Chapter 2. contain water of val)'ing water quality with TDS
concentrations of I .SOD mgJl to possibly as high as 15.000 mgll. The likelihood of ntixing is DOt fully known
although drilling to date bas DOt resulted in any water flows. This is likely due to the low permeability of the
Fon Union Formation sandstones found in lhis area which greatly restricts fluid flow.
Therefore. impact to fresh Water would be negligible. These waters would be isolated from more saline waters
and hydrocarbons . The higher IDS warers would DOt receive the same level of isolation and mixing of waters
of various TDS concentrations might occur. The impact of this possible ntixing is probably DOt significant.
The waters are deep and fairly brackish. and whether there would be a futuJe need for their developmeDt is
questionable. It is known lhat the sands are discrete units with a lateral extent 00 the order of from less than
0 .5 miles to several miles . and the sands OODtaining these waters are believed to be of low permeability. which
could restrict or preclude water production.

Full Development Alternative
Impacts to surface water would be the same as described under the Proposed Action.
Provided the casing and cementing program remaio the same for the Fun Development altenwive. DO additional
impact to fresh ground waters would be expected from this alternative. ImpactS to deeper. more brackish
waters could be increased as more boreholes would be drilled providing opporrunity for increased mixing of
deeper ground waters.

No Action Alternative
Implementation of this alternative would eliminate further potential impacts to surface water due to additional
surface disturbance . However. existing surface disturbance could generate additional sedimenwion to existing
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Proposed Action

The project area provides stIIIIDlOr range and transitional range betw<en stIIIIDlOr and winter ranges for antelope .
Antelope may teroporarily val)' their spring and fall migration to avoid drilling activities within the project area.
However. once the drilling phase is oompleted. antelope sbouJd acclimate to operational activities. Then: could
be increase potential for animal-vehicle ooUisions that could incmIse antelope monality . Harassment of
antelope by project workers could incmIse stress-induced monality. Impacts are expected to be minor since
only ODe drilling rig will be operating and antelope do not use this area year-round in large numben.

Implementation of the Proposed Adion oould incmIse monality of sage grouse due to potential loss of nesting
sites and grouse - vehicle ooUisions. Also. drilling activities could impact winter range used by grouse although
the amount of use during winter is unknown at this time. A survey conducted in the spring of 1994. found four
sage grouse leks in and within 1 mile of the project area.
Seasonal restriction betw<en Februuy 1 and July 31 within a 2·mile radius of • let have been applied to oertain
leases to protect sage grouse nesting habiw. Some leases also contain a DO surface oc:cupaDC)' stipulation for
areas within 0.25 miles of a let to protect breeding activity . However. field experience bas shown the exact let
area is subject to change over time and new leks appear on occasion.
During development of the Big PiDey-LaBarge Coordinated Adivity Plan (CAP). the Pinedale Resowa: Area
reftned sage grouse protective measures . The CAP Decision Record Stales:
Sage grouse breeding habitat areas (struttiDg grounds or leks) are avoidance area for surface disturbing
activities. That is, surface disturbing activities associated with such actions as well drilling. consllUctioD of
roads. and other types of rights-of.way. etc .• will avoid the areas within. l4 -mile radius of leks. if
possible. In cases where it is not possible to avoid these areas. intensive mitigation of the surface
disturbing activities will be empbasized.
Also within a l4-mile radius of leks. permaneDt high profile structures. such as building. storage tanks.
overhead poweriines. etc., will not be allOWed.
During the sage grouse mating seasoD. betweeD Mardi 1 and May IS. surface uses and activities wUl oat
be allowed between the hours of midnight aDd 9 :00 AM. within a 'h-mile radius of active leks (i.e .• those
leks occupied by mating birds).
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Sage grouse nesting and wintering areas will be managed to maintain the improve nesting cover throuf!.h
shrub management pracdces.

If an occupied nest that would be adversely affected by surface disturbing activities is identified. surface
uses and activities will be delayed in the affected area until nesting is completed (usually by June 30).
These measures should be employed in the Jonah Field in place of the standard I.... stipulations, as they
represent a more reasonable approach to sage grouse protection in developing oil and gas fields . As new leks
appear, they will be documented by the BLM and the WGFD and managed under the above-stated mitigation.
Production facilities could act as perches for raptors bunting within the area and could lead to increase monality
of grouse and other small animals used as a food source. However. these impacts would be considered minor
and should DOl cause unnecessary or undue impacts as these facilities will be located a minimum of 0 .2S miles
from any identified lek.
Some localized damage to small mammal and bird habitat is expected due to destruction of vegetation and
surface disturbance. These impacts would be insignificant to the overall habitat available for these species.
Localized burrowing animals would be killed during road, well pad, and pipeline construclion.

However, concern could develop if extensive development were to occur in the furure between the Jonah Field.
Stagecoach Field, and farther east of the Green River production areas.
FUll

Development Alternative

Implementation of the Full Development a1tertWive would require total disturbance of 874 acres over the life of
the project. Approximately 414 acres (includes 100 percent of pipelines) would be reclaimed shonly after
.
disturbance leaving 460 acres disturbed over the life of the field. Impacts would be essenttally the same for thIS
alternative as the Proposed Action but drilling activities would occur over a longer period of time. The
additional acres of disturbance could cause increase mortality to small mammal and birds living within
CODStnlClion ZODeS.
Total existing disturbance plus the added disturbance by full development would result in 1,272 acres of
antelope and sage grouse habitat loss over th, life of the project. this represents 0 .007 pera!Dt of the 196,800
acres within the affected watersheds .
Cumulative impacts would be expected to remain the

same as described under the Proposed Action.

No Action Alternative
Cumulative impacts to wildlife, panicularly game species (i.e., antelope and sage grouse) would result from the
addition of the Proposed Action to other direct and indirect impacts of past, present, and reasonable foreseeable
developments.
Past developments exist in the form of roads (improved, unimproved, and trails) . The closest oil and gas
activity is approximately 15 miles southwest. No other development exists within a IS-mile radius of the
proposed project area.
Total existing disturbance plus the added disturbance proposed by McMurry would result in 1,023 acres of
antelope ana sage grouse habitat loss over the life of the project. This represents 0 .006 percent of the 196,800
acres wilhin the affected watersheds . This loss would not be significant and population objectives can readily be
met.
Reasonably foreseeable development includes the proposed Texaco Stagecoach Narural Gas Development
project, south of Highway 28 (T. 24 N .. R. 107 W .). This development , if it proceeds, embraces 23,575 acres.
The Texaco project, coupled with the McMuny development, is not expected to affect antelope movements to
and from crucial winter ranges. The two project areas are separated by 28 miles, and construction and drilling
activity would be low (one drilling rig operating in the Jonah Field and most likely a similar level of
development in the Texaco Stagecoach Field - although Texaco 's final proposal has not yet been submitted to
the BLM).
No significant cumulative adverse impact from reasonably foreseeable development is expected. Both the
McMurry and Texaco projects are sufficiently removed from each other to nol deter antelope movement .
Habitat lost in either area would not affect maintenance of antelope population objectives.
Displacement of wildlife is a direct and indirect effect of construction, drilling, and field operations. Migratory
herds such as antelope are panicularly vulnerable to displacement. Areas of human activity and vehicle traffic
cause animals to avoid using these areas when these activities are QCCuning. When these activities cease for a
substantive period (two or more days) , use may be reestablished.
Displacement would not be considered a significant concern with the McMuny or the Texaco developments .
There is ample high quality habitat for antelope (and sage grouse) to use within the immediate project areas .
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The No Action alternative would preclude additional development. Thus , funher impacts to wildlife would not
be expected. Chances of animal-vehicle collisions would remain II CUJmlt levels.

Additional Mitigation Measure.
Yearly surveys for occurrence of new sage grouse lek locations should be conducted. This survey would also
determine if old leks are active.
Sage grouse breeding habitat areas should be avoidance areas for surface disturbing activities within a O,25-mile
radius of lek. Pennanent and high profile structures such as buildings or storage tanks should not be allowed.
During sage grouse mating season, March I and May 15, surface uses and activities should not be allowed
berween the hows of midnight and 9:00 AM, within O.SO-mile radius of an active lek. Yearly surveys should
be conducted to determine active nesting sites and any surface uses andlor activities should be delayed in the
affected area until nesting is complete (usually by June 30).
McMurry could set a speed limit poliey for those employees working within the project area to prevent
unnecessary collision with animals and birds.
The BLM should require the addition of native legumes seed to enhance grouse and antelope forage quality by
providing an additional source of protein in their diets. This seed mix is listed under the Vegetation section.
WILD HORSES

Proposed Action
Implementation of the Proposed Action could potentially result in displacement of the existing wild horse bands
from the project area during times of buman activity. There could also be an increase in wild horse·vehic1e
collisions and an increase in potential for harassment of wild borses by project worken . Movement of wild
horses across the resource area boundary could be of concern if the cattleguard(s) are not kept free of debris.
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Full Development Alternative

Candidate Species

Potential impacts to wlld borses would be the same as the Proposed Action .

No Action Alternative
Potential impacts to wild horses would be the same as the Proposed Action .

Additional Mitigation Maasures

Ferruginous Hawk - lbe ferruginous hawks could be affected by the Proposed Action and Full Development
alternatives as these bawks are common residents throughout the Rock Springs Disuict. On-site evaluations
would be necessary during the nesting period to detect occum:nce, and seasonal restrictions between February I
and July 31 would apply . Sinoe OD-site evalualions would be required and seasonal restrictions would apply if
necessary , the Proposed Action or Full Development alternatives would not be likely to adversely affect
ferruginous hawk.

McMurry should maintain all ~eguards within their uansponation network on a frequent basis. This would
ensure thai wild horses do DOt migrarc into the Pinedale Resource Area .
McMurry should add scarlet globemallow and needle and tbtead to the seed mix (see Additional Mitigation

Measures section under Vegetation).
THREATENED. ENDANGERED. CANDIDATE. AND SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES
Threatened and Endangered

Black-Footed Ferrets - No populations of fem:ts are expected to be fouod since no prairie dog towns occur
within the project area. lbmfore, a determination bas been made that the Proposed Action or Full

Development alternatives are not likely to adversely affect black-footed ferret .
Bald Eagles - No known or potential nest sites. diurnal percbes, or noctumaJ roost sites are within the project

area. Wintering bald eagles feed primarily of carrion of big game and other wildlife; it is possible tlw they
could suffer direct monaJities if struck by a vehicle while feeding. Drilling activities would be redueed during
the winter months and there are no known wintering bald eagles in the area. Therefore. a determination bas
been made that the Proposed Action or Full Development alternatives are not likely to adversely affect the bald
eagle.

Peregrine Falcon - No suitable nest sites occur in the project area that could be used by peregrine falcons. and
the Green River migration corridor is located 20 miles to the west. Therefore, a determination has been made
that the Proposed Action or Full Development aJternatives are nOI likely to adversely affect the peregrine faJcon .

MounLain Plover - Mountain plovers inhabit shon grass prairies and wbele low vegetation bas been maintained
by grazing. lbey could use ponions of the project area during migration and breeding. On-site evaluations
would be necessary during oesting to detec:t their oa:um:noe. If OCSIS an: discovered during on-site evalualions,
effons will be pursued to protect the nesting birds.
Long-Billed CUdew - Sinoe curlews prefer wet-moist meadow grasslands and irripled nalive meadows with
aqualic areas nearby, thm would be little potential ror this species to occur in the project area. nmfore, a
determination has been made tlw the Proposed Action or Full Development alteroatives an: not likely to
adversely affect long-billed curlews.
Loggerhead Shrike - Sinoe the shrike prefers to nest in troes or large shrub,. thm could be some potential for
this species to occur in the project area. On-site evalualions would be necessary during nesting to detec:tJheir
oc:c:urrencc. If nests are discovered during on-site evalualions, effons will be pursued to protect the oesting
birds.
Candidate Fish Species - lbm would be no direct impact on flannel mouth sucker or roundLaiI chub sinoe the
project area is located miles from any live stttam or river. However, McMurry will be withdrawing water
from the Colorado River system which could indirectly impact their survival by depleting water tlw drains into
the river system. To mitigate for water depletion, McMurry will provide a one-time payment of approximately
5134 to the NaruraJ Fish and Wildlife Foundation.

The No Action alternative would preclude additional development. Thus. funher impacts to threatened,
endangered. or candidate species would not be expected. Chances of animal-vehicle collisions would remain at
current levels .

Listed Fish Snecies - Bonytail chub, humpback chub, Colorado squawfish, and razorback sucker inhabit the
Green River and Colorado River drainages in Utah and Colorado , located far downstream from the project area.
These species prefer rurbid conditions and it is highly unlikely that any of the aJternatives would directly affect
their habitat or survival .
However. McMurry will be withdrawing water from the Colorado River system which could indirectly impact
their survival by depleting water that drains into the river system. To mitigate for water depletion, a one-time
assessment of SI2.34 per acre foot of the average annual water used would be paid to the Narural Fish and
Wildlife Foundation. The average annual water to be used is approximately 10.82 acre feet. Therefore
McMuny would be required to pay 5134 to the foundation . In light of this payment, a determination has been
made that the Proposed Action or Full Development alternatives are not likely to adversely affect threatened or
endangered fish species .
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The project proponents should coopcrale with the BLM on a project area-wide survey during nesting periods to
delect the occurrence of raptors. loggerhead shrikes. and mountain plover. Project activities should be
scheduled to avoid impacts to nesting candidate species. Data collected should be submitted to USFWS for their
review if these species arc located during surveys.

To mitigate for water depletion, a one-time assessment of SI34 would be paid to the Natural Fish and Wildlife
Foundation.
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Special Status Plants

a determination bas been made that the Proposed Action or Full Development alterDatives are DOt likely to
adversely affect contracted indw. ricegrass .

Proposed Action end Full Development Alternatives
No Action Ahernatillfl
DeSiruction of Special Status Plants populations to the extent they become federally listed as thre>tened.

endangered, or their candidate classification is up· listed would be considered significant.
Although Cedar Rim thistle and Contracted Indian ricegrass bave been locaIed within the project area and some
localized plant populations could be destroyed during construction activities. it is unlikely that these populations
would be destroyed to the extent they would be IiSied as tbIutened, endangemi, or the classification up-liSied
by the USFWS.

The No Action alternative would be the least desuuctive to Special Stalus Plan! species within the project area.
FURber destrUCtion of Special StalUS Plant or their habitats would DOt occur since consrruction or drilling
activities would DOt take place. Nor would impacts from industrial ..Iared activities such as off-road vehicle
use , bazardous material leaks or spills during constnlction occur. Use of herbicides or illegal dumping of
hazardous DIalerials could take place, as could erualting of populations bY off-road vehicle use.

Additional Mitiglltion M ..suffls
Surface disturbance due to construction and associated activities on or near Special Status Plant localions could
destroy individual plant popularions. Both shon- and long-term use of plant habita! could dec...... numbers,
eliminale exiSiing babita!, and remove potential babita! until final abandonment. Additional activity such as offroad vehicle use could prove detrimental to individual plmt populations, espociaIIy if crushed repealedJy .
Airborne dust resulting from consuuction areas near Special StalUa Plant populations could impact these plants
miucing pbotosynthetic activity, leading to loss of the local populatio• . Consrruction that affects drainage
panerns could impact Special StalUS Plant species bY altering babita! micrnenvironments. Application of
berbicides to control DOxious weeds in areas wbere Special StalUS Plant species an: locaIed could destroy them.

bY

The increased potential of introducing hazardous ttWCrials into Special Stalus Plant babita!, either through
spilling or illegal dumping, could damage andIor lead to the loss of plant populations, especially those
populations locaIed close to well pads, roads, other project components, or drainages .
Additional floristic inventories will be conducted bY the BLM in cooperation with the University of Wyoming,
Rocky Mountain Herbarium, and the Wyoming NatUral Diversity Data Base during 1994-95 that will provide
baseline distribution information for all species locaIed within the project area. Site-specific Special StalUS Plant
surveys often reveal previously unImown occurrences of Special StalUS Plant species. These clearance surveys
would provide beoeficial information about these plant species and their babitats. Sbould any Special StalUS
Plant be found dunng these surveys, the BLM would coordinate with USFWS to determine appropriate

Bocause Cedar Rim thistle is koown to occur within the project an:a and because there is potCDtiaI for the
bastard draba milkveu:lt to occur, site-specific clearmce surveys would be CODduCIed for these species where
surface disturbance lCtivities an: proposed within their poteDIiaI habital_ Coottacted indian ricegrass occurrence
will be noted during these surveys. Cl and C2 species should be avoided as much as possible during project
developmeot. Avoidance may include miucing size of a project compotICDI (pInial avoidaDce), or relocation of
a project compo.ent to the less environmentally sensitive an:a within rason.
Should Special StalUS Plant species be located during these surveys on or near surface clistwt>ing projects, the
BLM would require implernenta!ion of the following mitigation meosures as appropriate, 10 redua: or alleviate
the severity of impacts to Special StalUS Plant species:
Reasonable relocaIion of well pads, roads, or pipelines to areas where plants

an: less abundant;

Above-ground placemeot of pipelines to avoid disrurbance to plant popularions, depending upon species.

Restriction of consuuction traffic to existing roads in accordance with the transportation plan.
On-site monitoring by the survey botanist and authorized BLM officer to Ivoid or lessen impacts to Special
StalUS Plant populations.

mllJgallon.
Bastard Draba Milkvetcb - This plant was not found during the 1993 Special Status Plant survey (yellow Point
Rtdge area) conducted by the Wyoming Natural Diversity Data Base. All future site-specific Special Status
Plant surveys would record occurrences of this C2 plant species. if found . Should this plant be found during

surveys, aVOidance would be the preferred miligation. Therefore. a determination bas been made thai the

Fencing or flagging of Special StalUS Plant populations so they would· be avoided duriog construction or
omer activity .

AIl survey repons and recommendalions for avoidance or other mitigation should be evaluated and
approved by the BLM boWlist or Special StalUS Plant Coordinator (PRA) prior to construction activity.

Proposed Action or Full Development a1teroativcs are not likely to adversely affect bastard draba milkvetcb.

RESIDUAL IMPACTS
Cedar Rim ThiSile - This plant was found during the 1993 Special Status Plant survey (Yellow Point Ridge area)
conducted by L~e Wyoming Natural Diversity Data Base. It is endemic to the Fremont and Sublette Counties
wilh only four known locations. All future site-specific Special Stalus Plant surveys would record occurrences
of the C2 plant species. Should this plant be found during surveys, avoidance would be the preferm!
rrullgatlon . Therefore, a determination bas been made that the Proposed Action or Full Development
alternatives are not likely to adversely affect Cedar Rim thistle.
Contracled. Indian Ricegrass ~ This plant was found during the 1993 Special Status Plant survey conducted by
the Wyorrung Natural DIversIty Data Base'. This plant was found to be wide-spread throughout the project area.
The USFWS has been petitioned to down-lISt this species from C2 to 3C. In the interim, agreement to manage
thIS plant as a 3C SpecIes was reached between Wyomi.g Natural Diversity Data Base and USFWS. Therefore,
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Proposed Action
Approximately 212 acres would be disturbed over the life of the project. No irreversible or irretrievable
commitment of surface resources would occur. Natural gas reserves would be depleted but this would not be

considered an adverse impact.
Full Development Altemative
Approximately 460 acres would remain disturbed over the life of the project. Other impacts would be similar to

the Proposed Action but to a greater e;uenc.
60

No Action Alternative
Revenues collected by federal . state, and local governments would
DOr would funher surface disnubance occur.

DOt

occur. Natural gas reserves would not

be depleted

BLANK PAGE
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CHAPTER V - CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
In November 1993. the BLM Pinedale Resource Area issued a scopir ~ nOlice anoouncing plans 10 begin an
environmental analysis of McMuny Oil Company ' s proposed Jonah ProSpecl Field narural gas developmenl
project. Issues and concerns idenlified by agencies and the general public bave been addressed as appropri ..e in
the environmental assessment. Individuals were contacled with the U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Environmental Proleclion Agency . and Wyoming Depanmenl of Environmental Quality for infonnation.
clarification, or other reasons throughout prepar.uiOD of the environmental assessment.
This environmental assessmenl was prepared by specialis.. from the Pinedale Resource Area. Green River
Resource Area. and the Rock Springs DismCl Office (Table 12).

TABLE 12
LIST OF PREPARERS AND REVIEWERS
Prepare,

Agency/Office

Responsibility

Teresa Deakins

BLM. Rock Springs Districl

Project CooniinatiooJ

BilIMcMWn

BLM. Rock Springs Districl

Overall Documenl Prepaflltion

Project Reviewerl Document
Preparation

Tom Cuny

BLM. Pinedale Resource Area

Reclamation! Documenl Prepaflltion

Angelina Pryich

BLM. Rock Springs District

Editing

John MacDonald

BLM. Rock Springs District

Soils

Barbara AmNIon

BLM. Rock Springs Disuict

VcgcrationlSpecial SlIrus Planu

Sieve Laster

BLM. Pined>le Resource Ara

Special Slarus PlanlSlLivcstoCk
Grazing

Bnb McCarty

BLM . Pinedale Resource Area

Wildlife . Thralenedl Endangered
Species

Allen White

BLM . Rock Springs Disuicl

Hazardous Materi.J.ls

Dave Vlcck

BLM . Pincd.illc Resource Aru

Cultural Resources

Ramsey Bentley

BLM . Pinedale Resource Area
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United States Department of the Interior
BL'RE,\ l ' OF L\XO \l\X,\(;D IEXT

1792 (460)
McMurry Oil

I'IIWIIOIh- K""'"II .,:\ . " "
I',t). n.. , -;, ;.'
Pun"d,llo.:. \\'''IIUIII! ti:!\HI ·H7'j....

NOV

9 I9EB

seOPING NOTICE
MCMURRY OIL COMPANY
JONAH FEDERAL FIELD LEASE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Dear Reviewer.

The enclosed document serves as notice of the beginning of the environmental anolysls
process to fulfill the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), If you are
interested In participating In this process. we request you respond by suppiying us with your
wrtrten comments or concerns by December 10. 1993.
All comments and/or concerns received In response to this seoping notice will aid the Bureau
of Land Management in identifying a~ematives and assuring oil issues are analyZed In the
environmental analysis process. If you respond to this request. we wiU keep you Intormed of oil
decisions resu~ing from the analysis,
Please submtt your responses to:
Man Hiner. Area Manager
Pinedale Resource Area
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 768
432 East Mill Street
Pinedale. WY 8294H)768
If you hove any questions conceming the NEPA process . please feel free to contoct A~an
Hiner or Tom Curry at 307-367-4358.
Sincerely.

Area Manager
Enclosure

\
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BCOprNG NOTrCE

quidanc. provided by both plan.. The .nvironmental analyai. will incorporate
relevant proviaion. frCCD both plan ••

KCHURRY OrL COKPAIIY
JOIIAB FEDERAL FrELD DEVELOPXBIIT PROJECT

Or.... Rb.r lIa_uree _ g _ t Pl...... Draft IIIITi_tel Iapact l t e t _ t
(RXP/DBIS) (1"2) - Til. Creen Riv.r RMP/DBIS provide. propo.ed guidanc. and
currant data on oil and ga. development within the Gr. .n River Reaource Are.

including projection. on rea.onably for . . . .abl. development, and would be u~
to the extent the info~tion ie appropriat., including a. a benchmark for the
No Action Alternative (i ••• , curr.nt aanag__ nt).

Bur ••u of Land Management

Rock Spring. Diatrict
Pin.ciale R•• ource

••

DBSCIlIPTIOM or PROPOSAL
McMurry Oil Company ha. notified the Bur•• u of Land Management (BLK), Pinedale
Re.curee Are., of propo ••d plana to develop their o i l and ga. 1 ••••• with1.n

the Jonah Field. The are. of propo ••d d.v.lo~nt .ncamp..... approximately
16,840 acr... Thi. field ha. not be.n unitized.
The Jonah Federal Fi eld ia located in the 80uthern portion of Sublette County,
Wyoming, approxi.mately 32 mil •• eouth•••t of Pinedale, 28 mil •• northweat of
Paraon, and about 6 mil •• weat of Highway 191 at mil. marker 67 (5•• Hap) .
Drilling ia propo ••d i n Town.hip. 28 and 29 North, Rang•• 108 and 109 w•• t,
6th Principal Merid i an. About 6,000 acre. (36') of the propo ••d fi.ld ar.
loc.ted in the Di.trict ' . Gre.n River R•• ourc• • re. (GJUtA). Ace ••• to the
field ia from u.s. Highway 191 .nd BLH ro.ds via existing rights-of-way.

1......

MCMurry's plans include drilling up to 40 natural gas wells to the Cretaceous
Lance Pormat i on at depth. to 12,000 feet. Th. field curr.ntly con.ist. of
aeven well. on five
Four well. were drilled in 1993 to confirm the
di.covery of g.. in the area. The propo •• d action will includ. a drill in;
program on 160-acre .p.cing (4 w.ll. per •• ction) . CUrrently,. 9.S-mil., 4inch .urface ga. lin• • nd compres.or station transport. ga. produc.d from the

Big ....dr/ . .I t llell. Oil .... 0.. IIIITi_tel a. ••• _ t (a) (lt81) - Tlli.
EA may be r.ferenced, although agee or .oat of the information ba. been
upd.ted .nd included in til. Cr. .n Riv.r RMP/DIIS.
Big PiD.,.-Lallarqe COOrdiaated lIct;bitr Plan IIIITi_tel a. ••• _ t ....
Deci.ioD Record (caP/a/ROll) (ltt1) - While the propoaed development doe. not
occur within the CAP area, the CAP an.lyz.. natural ga. dev.lopment .ctivity
.t .n aO-acr. .pacing and cont.in. pertinent infor.ation regarding aanagement
coneideration. for mineral. development and o~ration., aoll. and water.hed,
air quality, tran.portation, rigllt.-of-vay, reel...tion and .anitoring _cia:~~;::!C:;.~d conatruction and reclamation guidance that would apply
thia

to

Le. . . aUpu1ati01l. - Mo.t of the 1••••• witllin the unit includ• • pecial

atipulat10na for occupancy. The.e are in addition to the atandard 1••••
terme . The.e atipulation. are d •• igned to protect aurface re.ource. auch ••

Boil., w.t.r, .II. .p lambing, and wildlife by re.tricting period. of actiTity

.nd/or area. of diaturbance.

U•• Authori.atioD All faeiliti.. locat.d off-l •••• or beyond the ga.
metering point(.) would require • rigllt-of-w.y und.r til. proper autllority
the fi.ld bec.,.,.. unitiz.d, individual road., pipelin•• , and ancillary ·
h,ciliti. . witllin til. unit would be .utllorized by .unclry notice in.t.ad of

existing _lb to an .xisting pipeline operated by M.ridi.n Pipeline company .

If

The plann.d development would includ. the following a •• ociated facilitie.:

rl.qht-of-w.y.

on .ach well location - an individual •• parator , d.hydrator, and
production tank • •
To e.ch well location - an ace ••• road, and a 3- to 4-inch gas lin.
which parallele the accee. road.
Ga. tran.mi •• ion pipeline - two . upplemental 8-inch natur.l ga.
pipel i ne., one going north paralleling the existing 4-inch Burfac.
line and the other going we.t about 22 miles to tie in to an exieting
pipeline i n See. 4, T. 21 N. , R. 11 1 w.
A larger compres.or atation .
A sand or gravel source .
A fi e ld o f fice and yard .
McMurry propo.e. to dr i ll eight (8) welle per year over five (5) year.. Th.
BLM may conaider authorizing additional wella wh i le the environmental document
i s being prepared if there i8 no potential for significant impact a and BLM'.
ult imate decis i on would not be compromised.
~IOMSBIP

TO LAHD USB PLAIIS lIND

0'rIIBR

IlIIVIROIIMBJITJIL

DOC\J1IZJI'rS

Pined.l. Reaource Manag. . .Dt Plan EoyiroaaeDtal Iapact Stat. . .Dt aDd Record. of

Decioion (RXP/BIS/ROD) (1988), .Dd Big S.Ddr MaD.g...Dt rraaework Plan (MPP)
( 1982) - McMurry ' S propoaed project would take plac. within the area covered

by t he Pi nedale RMP/EIS/ROD and the Big Sandy MFP .

Th. pinedale RMP and Big

Sandy HFP provide land us. guidance for development of oil and ga. re.erve.
with i n this area . The propo.ed davelopnent ia in conformance with the

COIIPLIIUfC& MIft

:rD ~IOIIAL

avx_

POLICY

A= (IIZPA)

MeM~rry·. propo.ed development i • • ubj.ct to til. appropriate l.v.l of
envl.ronmental analysie . To comply with HEPA and the COuncil on Environmental

Quality r.gulation. which implement NBPA, the BLM i. r.quir.d to conduct an
environmental analya i . . Th. environmental docum.nt will .erve two purpo ••• 1

firat, it will provide the public and government agenei •• with information
about the environmental con.equence. of the propo.ed action and alternative.,
and s~cond, it will allow the public and varioul ag.ncy official. to evaluate
;~~e:~~~~!!~~nce of the environmental conaequenc.. of the propo.ed action and

Public input i. import.nt in •• tabli.lling the .cope of the analyai..

At tlli.

time the BLM fe.l. that an environmental •••••• ment will b • • ufficient.
H~w.ver, if Icoping comment. identify resource ialu •• that could be
sl.qnificantly aff.cted by the proposed development, an environmental impact
statement would be required. The BLM encourages public participation in this
environmental proce •••

LAHD lIND RZSOURC& _ODlEll'r ISIIUBS lIND COHCBItIIS
An int~rdi.ciplinary t.am of r •• ourc• • pecialists will be involved in the
~n.ly.l.. of the environmental imp.ct. of the propo.ed .ction. Thi. t.am will
l.nclude ~ wildlife biologi.t, range con ••rvationiat, Burface and groundwater
hydrologl..t, cultural/hiatoric speciali.t, aoila/reclamation lpecialilt and
petrol~um and Civ~l engineer.. Th. n.ed for other re.ource apeciali.t.:
includl.ng epeciall.lte from out. ide agenci •• , will be det.rmined upon final

2

It

review of p\lblic, atata, and other fadaral agency r ••ponae to thia acoping
notice.
Land and reaource management iaauea and concerna that the BLH haa identif ied
aa potentially aaaoci.ted with MCMurry'. propoaed field develo~nt, and which
would be analyzed in d.tail in the .nvirol"llMntal analyaia, are aa followa:
~

o
..0
.;Q

o
/b
-0

o

.p
o
.0
JI

o

Pot.ntial ~cta to n •• ting raptora.
S.naitive and thr.atened/.ndang.r.d apecie. (plant and animal).
potenti.l impacta of a.g. grouae breeding and n.ating habitat •
potenti.l iJDpact. to Subl.tt. antelope migration.
Incre.aed traffic and aaaoeiated impacta on u.s. 5: State highway ••
Reveget.tion and r.ator.tion of ahart-term diaturbance. and long-term
.tabiliz.tion, and control of noxiou. weed••

Pot.ntial conflict. with live.tock and rang. improv~nt ••
CCCpatibility witb manag...nt plan. and obj.ctiv•••
Potential illlpact. on cultural re.ourc•••
Pot.ntial LDpacta to aurfac. and groundwater re.ourc•••
Increa.ed public acee •• and road den.ity.

Social and econOlDic affect. to tb. local c_niti•••
cuaulative impact. - from MCMurry'. propo.al added to otb.r en.rgyr.lated activiti.. thet are on-gOing or planned in the vicinity of
tbe Jonah Federal Fi.ld ar.a.

Stat. Repr.a.ntativ•• : Sam Blackwell, Chri. SO.well, Elwin McGrew,
Bud Nel.on, Loui.. Ryckman, Ray Sarcletti, Loui. Toea•• i
Subl.tt. COunty CC-iaaionera

Subl.tt. county Zoning Admini.trator
Subl.tt. COunty Librari.e, Big Piney, Pinedal.
0.5. Senator Malco~ Wallop, Bill. . Jelouchan, P . . Redfi.ld,
Rapre •• ntativ••
u.s. S.nator Alan X. S~.on, Lyn Shanaghy, Rapr•••nt.tive
0.5. COngr•• ..an Craig Tha.a., Pati 581th, Repr••• ntative
Public L&Dd Va.ra aDd Ve.r Groa. .

Multipl. U.e Advi.ory Council, Rock Springe Dietrict
Gr. .n River Cattl. . .n'. Aaaoci.tion

Aff.cted Crasing

Pe~tt...

in Dee.re ca..on ellot.ent. Soutb De . .re

'a.tur., and the sand Draw , •• tur., Stud Bor •• Butte

Si.rra Club, North.rn Plaina Rapr••• ntativ.
PUllLIC PIUl%ICIPUIOll

To aaaure that conc ern. are adequat.ly •• aluated in the an.lyai., the BLM ia
requ••ting public input . Your comment., qu.etiona, or conc.rna are
.ncouraged. cc.a.nt. ahould be r.c.ived by Dec.mber 10, 1993. Pl ••••• ubmit
your comment. a • •paeified in the cov.r l.tt.r.

The .coping notice initial mailing di.tribution includ.e the following
ag.neie., individual., induatri.a, organization., and media:

Southwe.t Wyoming Indu.trial "eociation
Wild.rn.e. society
National Wildlife Fed.retion
WyOIDing Wildlife Federation
Wyoming ...ociation of Prof ••• ional Archaeologi.te
Wyoming Mining A•• ociation
Wyoming OUtdoor council
WyOIDing Public Land. COuncil
N_papen

oo..rD8eDt Office.

Bureau of Land

Manag~nt, Wyoming Stat. Offic. (910, 912, 920, 934,
Bureau of Land Management, Gr. .n River Reaourc. Ar••
Bureau of Min••
Bur.au of Reclamation, Upper Colorado Ragion

U. S. n.h and Wildlife S.rvic., Seed.tad. . Wildlife R.fug.
U.S. Fieh and Wildlife Service
Environmental Prot.ction Agency, R.gion VIII
Minerala Management Service
National Park Service, Rocky Hountain Reqional Director

U. S D.partment of the Army, Corp. of Engin. .re
0.5. Soil Con.ervation Service, Far.on Office
Wyoming State Clearinghouae

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
Wyoming Oil and Ga. Con.ervation commi •• ion
Wyoming Game and Fiah Department (Ch.yenne, Green River)

El.cted Officiab

Pinedale Roundup
X _ r . r Gazett.

Rock Spring. Daily Rock.t-Miner
Ca.per Star-Tribune
Gr. .n River Star
Wyoming Stat. Journal
Uinta County Herald
Radio atatioDa

IOISV - Afton
KQSW/KRKK - Rock Spring.
ItSIT - Rock Spring.
XOGR - Gr.en Riv.r

KYCS - Rock Spring.
lO!ER - K_rer
'1'.1e .. iaioD Station.

Hayor of Rock Spring.
Mayor of Green River
Hayor of LaBarge
Ma yor of Pin.dal.
Hayor of Big Piney
Hayor of Marbleton
Po.tmaeter, Fareon
State Senator.: Hark Harrie, Carl Maldonado, Frank Preved.l
3

Allo~nt,

R.W •

Squar.top Allot.ent
Rock Spring. Cresing "eocietion
Affected Crasing Peraitt... in the Bigbvey Cae.on, Big Sandy, 18Mil., LDIIberd Allot.ent.
Petrol.... ".ociation of ~
Rocky lIauntain Oil and ee. "eocietion (IUIOGA)
Sho.hone-Arapahoe Joint Tribal COUncil

JtTWO-TV - Caaper

KCWY-TV - C. . per
JUPNB-TV - C. . per
KCWC-TV - C.. per
Sweetwater Tel.vi.ion
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND W1LDUFE SERVICE

Ecological Services
2617 East Lincolnway, Suite A
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

1:001 REPLY RErEA TO.

ES-6l411
mJj/W.02(jonahoil.scp)
MEMORANDUM
Area Manager, Pinedale Resource Area, BLM, Pinedale, WY

From:

Field Supervisor, ES, CbeyeDIIC, WY (ES-6l411)

Subject:

Jonah Fedcral Field Lease Development Project

This responds to the scoping statement received by this office on November 12, ~~o..-_"","",;:;",::;;,;;"
regarding the subject proposal. I have concerns with the following issues, and ~iiieiHllmt-""""':"::;=--
they receive full treaImeDt in the analysis of this project.
1. Endangued Species: In accordance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act of
1973, as amended (ESA), the following threatened or endangered (TIE) species may be
UQ.

Species
Black-footed ferret

Status

Expected Occurrence

Endangered

Potential resident in prairie
dog ~ sp.) colonies.

Endangered

Migrant.

Endangered

Migrant.

If your proposed action will lead to water depletion (consumption) in the Colorado River
System, you should include the following species in your evaluation:
Colorado squawfish
(Ptvchocheilus I!!£i!W
Humpback chub

Endangered
Endangered

{QiJA~

BoDytail Chub

(Qll!mum>

Ferruginous hawk
Buteo regaljs
Mountain plover

2

Grasslands Slatewide

Charadrius montaDus
Long-billed curlew
Numenius americanus
Loggerbead shrike
~ ludovjciaous

3C

lim
FlaDDClmouth sucker

2

Green & Little Snake
Rivers & tribs.

2

Green & Little Snake
River drainages

2

Green River Basin

CatOstomus ~
Roundtai1 chub

Endangered

J3

Downstream resident of Green
River System.

GrasslandsIwetIands

2

Qi!i !llll!!m

<Mustela~

Bald eagle
(Haliaeerus lcucocephalus)
Peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus)

Endangered

Candidate species that may occur within the project area are identified below. Many
Federal agencies have policies to protect candidate species from further popu1alion declines.
Our office would appreciate receiving any information available on the status of these species
in or near the project UQ.

IliI:m

To:

present in the project

Razorback sucker
lXvraucben ~

Plants
Bastard draba milkvetch

Astragalus drabel\jformis
*1 - Federal TIE lis1ing oppears appropriate IIId is IDlicipated. 2 - CUm:Dt cIala iDsufficieDl to suppan lis1ing. 3C
:. More widespread or abundant than previously believed, or DO immediace threats idemified.

2. Wetland Impacts: I am concerned that wetlands may be impacted by the proposed
project. In m-eting its responsibilities for wetland protection and conservation, the Bureau
must assure that proposed activities do not result in the taking of any Fedcral trust wildlife
resources nor lead to the contamination of other water sources. Action should be taken to
avoid or mitigate any wetland losses in accordance with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act,
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, Executive Order 11990 (wetland protection) and
Executive Order 11988 (floodplain management). If wetlands may be impacted by the
proposed action, those wetlands in the project UQ should be inventoried and fully described
in terms of functions and values. Acreage of wetlands, by type, should be disclosed and
specific actions outlined to avoid, minimize, and compensate for unavoidable wetland
impacts.

~Lf

This office recommends that you request assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to detennine whether a Section 404 Clean Water Act permit will be required for the
proposed work. Under Section 404(b)(1) guidelines of the Clean Water Act, the analysis
should describe alternative actions which avoid, minimize, and compensate for unavoidable
wetland impacts. The Service will participate in review of any application for a Section 404
permit. I advise early consultation with the Service and other appropriate agencies on
wetland matters. H wetlands are involved but the Corps determines that an individual permit
is not required, you should ensure that the intent of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act is
met. Wetland issues should be disclosed and addressed in the analysis even if a Section 404
permit is not required.
3. Water Qua1itylBabitat Quality: I am concerned with water quality impacts of the
proposed project, particularly with respect to their effects on fisheries, migratory birds, and
Federally listed threatened or endangered species. The analysis should descnee project
activities that may affect water quality or that have the potential to expose fish and wildlife to
hazardous substances. Such activities may include, but are not limited to: wastewater
discharges, transportation of hazardous materials, spills, evaporation ponds, and water pits.
Since selenium is a commonly detected trace element in Wyoming and has been detected in
varying concentrations in ground and surface waters and soils, the analysis should assess, if
appropriate, the project's potential to mobilize selenium and cause bioaccumulation in the
food chain.
4. FISh and WUdlife: Short-term and long-term impacts of the proposed project on fish and
wildlife and their habitats should be given full treatment in the analysis. In addition to
assessing impacts to TIE and candidate species, the analysis should address impacts to
nesting raptors and other migratory birds. We also recommend that fubJre analyses include
requirements that water pits be netted to reduce bird losses associated with oiling and other
toxic affects.
S. Section 7 Responsibilities: Section 7(c) of ESA requires that Federal agencies proposing
major consauction actions complete a biological assessment to detennine the effects of the
proposed actions on listed and proposed species. If a biological assessment is not required
(i.e .• all other actions), the lead agency is responsible for review of proposed activities to
detennine whether listed species will be affected. I would appreciate the opportunity to
review your determination document.
For those actions where a biological assessment is necessary, it should be completed within
180 days of initiation, but can be extended by mutual agreement between your agency and
the Fish and Wildlife Service (Service). If the assessment is not initiated within 90 days, the
list of TIE species should be verified with this office prior to initiation of the assessment.
The biological assessment may be undertaken as part of the agency's compliance of Section
102 of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and incorporated into the NEPA
documents. The Service recommends that biological assessments include:
1. a description of the project;
2. a description of the specific area potentially affected by the action;

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

the current status, habitat use, and behavior of TIE species in the project area;
discussion of the methods used to determine the information in item 3;
direct and indirect impacts of the project to TIE species;
an analysis of the effects of the action on listed and proposed species and their
habitats including cumulative impacts from Federal, State, or private projects in the
area'
coordination measun:s that will reduce/eliminate adverse impacts to TIE species;
the expected status of TIE species in the future (shott and long term) during and
after project completion;
determination of "is likely to adversely affect" or "is not likely to adversely affect"
for listed species;
determination of "is likely to jeopardize" or "is not likely to jeopardize" for
proposed species;
citation of literature and personal contacts used in assessment.

If it is determined that any agency program or project "is likely to adversely affect" any
listed species, formal consultation should be initiated with this office. If it is concluded that
the project "is not likely to adversely affect" listed species, I should be asked to review the
assessment and concur with the determination of 110 adverse effect.
A Federal agency may designate a non-Federal representative to conduct informal
consultation or prepare biological assessments. However, the ultimate responsibility for
Section 7 compliance remains with the Federal agency, and written notice should be
provided to the Service upon such a designation. I recommend that Federal agencies provide
their non-Federal representatives with proper guidance and oversight during preparation of
biological assessments and evaluation of potential impacts to listed species.
Section 7 (d) of ESA requires that the Federal agency and permit or license applicant shall not
make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources which would preclude the
formulation of reasonable and prudent alternatives until consultation on listed species is
completed .
These preliminary scoping comments are made pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act and Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. Please keep
this office informed of any developments or decisions concerning this project. If you have
any questions, please contact me or Mike Jennings of my staff at the letterhead address or
phone (307)772-2374.

Charles P . Davis

cc: Director, WGFD, Cheyenne, WY
Nongame Coordinator, WGFD, Lander, WY

APPENDIX C
CAP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

APPENDIX A
GENERAL STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
FOR SURFACE-DISTURBING ACTIVITIES
The following are general standard operating procedures applied to surface-disturbing activities. These
measures are applied, when necessary, to reduce environmental impacts. Some projects may requira construction and use plans (CUP) and(or) erosion control
revegetation and restoration plans (ERRPs). These
situations will also require a s~e specific environmental
analysis to addrass impacts and appropriate mitigation

measures.

HANDLING OF TOPSOIL AND
SPOIL
BLANK PAGE

Before a surface disturbing activity is authorized, the
amount of topsail to be removed and storage araas will
be specified. The need to strip topsoil along buried
pipelines, or other buried linear facil~ies , will be determined on a site specific basis. The gen9ral policy will be
to strip topsoil unless ~ can be shown that the specific
operations will not negatively impact soil compaction,
stability. or fertil~. Topsoil in excess of six inches may
be stored. if it is available, so that ~ may be used otfs~e
in areas that do not have adequate topsoil. Araas which
have stored topsoil will be marked for use as barTOW
areas for other areas deficient in topsoil. Whenever
possible. topsoil will be used for immediate reclamation.
For topsoil stockpiles that are to be kept through the
winter. erosion will be controlled by reducing the piles to
less than 3 feet in height and by seeding andlor mulching
them.

spread over tha spoil storage and ~ araa, water bars
installed,andreseeded. CaramuSlbetakentonotblOCk
drainage d~Ches.
For roads on slopes 01 tess than 10%, available
topsoil will be stripped from the construc:lion area and
placed in berms by sidecasting with a grader.
After access construction, the tOpsoil will then be
spread back onto the road outstopes and cut stopes.

CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND
RECLAMATION OF ROADS
. Recognized roads, aa shown on the ROCk Springs
Dlstr1Cl Office Transportation Plan, will be used when the
alignment is acceptable lor the proposed use. Generally, roads will be requirad to lollow natural contours; be
constructed in accordance with standards aa described
in BLM Road Standards and BLM Manual section 9113'
and be reclaimed to BLM standards.
'

Topsoil stockpiles will be designed to maximize surface area to reduce impacts to soil microorganisms. All
surface vegetation will be incorporated directly into the
topsoil as organic maner and seed source unless brush
is required to be handled separately.

Access roads will be constructed to the standard
necessary to accommodate their intended functions. Atl
roads in the oil field will be treated as 'afl weather roads.'
Unless the road sub grade material haa enough gravel
In It as determined by the authorized officer (AO) all 'afl
weather roads' will be graveled with 2 inch p~ run or
crushed gravel. All roads constructed by non-govemment ent~ies across public lands must be designed by or
under the direction 01 a licensed prolessional engineer.
The engineer must cert~ that the road waa bum as
designed. Soil compaction is requirad during road
construction and culvert installation.

For pipelines on slopes less than 10 percent, a
minimum of six inches of topsoil will be stripped from the
trench and spoil storage side and placed into a berm by
Side casting With a grader. For pipelines that are less
than 9 inches in diameter, topsoil will not normally be
stnpped from the working side of the trench.

Authorized users ara rasponsible for praventiva and
corrective road maintenance on all roads associated
with field operations. This includes crowning, cleaning
ditches and drainage lacllnies, culvert installation, grave"ng, dust abatement, or other requiraments as diracted
by the AO.

After the pipe is installed and the spoil material has
been compacted back into the trench, topsoil will be

Riprap will be requirad at the inlet and ouUet 01 afl
culvert installations. The minimum size will be determined by the AO's reprasentawe.

APPENDIX A
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Access road culvert location and spacing will
approved by the AO using BLM Road :SUllna,!ra,; MI!n
91 I 3 Illustration 9 "Recommended
Drainage Culverts in Various Soil
The cuivert spacing shown in feet under the
index of 10 to 40 will be used.

Surface runoff and sedimentation control will be jr.corporated in all access road l1esign in accordance with
BLM Manual 91 13 guidelines and installed as approved
by the A.O. Road grades. ditches . culverts. sediment
traps .. material cut and fill. and topsoil and spoil areas
will be designed and located in the field prior to const'lJCtion.

CONSTRUCTION OF WELL
PADS AND FACILITIES

Spacing for Drainage Laterals

Prior to construction, the proposed pad location will
be surveyed and staked and all erosion control design
considerations will be reviewed (See Operating Order
. 1 for required engineering and design information).

Recommended Spacing for Lateral Drainage Culverts
in Various Soil Types·
EROSION INDEX

10

Soli Types
Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures, inorganic silts and
very fine sands, silty or clayey fine sands

20

30

40

x--x

· Unifi ed Soil ClassifICation

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

To control or reduce sediment from roads, guidance
involving proper road placement and buffer strips to
stream channels, graveli ng, proper drainage, seasonal
closure, and in some cases , redesign or closure of old
roads will be developed when necessary.
On newly constructed roads and permanent roads,
the placement of topsoil, seeding, and stabilization will
be req uired on all cut and fill slopes unless conditions
prohibitthis (e.g., rock). No unnecessary side-castingof
material (e.g. , maintenance) on steep slopes will be
allowed.

Ell/slol! In!!!!

10

20

900'
600'
450'
360'
300'
255'
225'

1225'
815'
610'
490'
410'
350'
305'

30
1070'
800'
640'
535'
455'
400'

The well pads will be laid out so that they are parallel
to the contour and the p~ is uphill whenever possible
(H2S wells may require an exception).
The drill pads will be designed and constructed to
disturb the smallest practicable area that will still provide
for efficient and safe operations.

x--x

Inorganic sms, micaceous or diatomaceous fine
sandy or silty soils, elastic silts, organic silts and
organic silty clays or low to medium plasticity,
gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays

Road Gradient
In percent

these disturbances will not normally be requ ired . Additional erosion control measures (e.g .. fiber matting) ana
road barriers to discourage travel may be required .

40
1205'
905'
725'
605'

SIS'
450'

Snow removal plans may be required far
which have winter use so that snow removal
adversely affect drainage systems, reclamation
or other resources adjacent to the road.
Reclamation of abandoned roads will include
ing, recontouring, resurfacing with topsoil, i
I
water bars, and drill seeding on the
removal of structures such as bridges,
cattleguards, and signs usually will be required.
vegetation will be spread over the disturbance for
ent recycling, where practical. Fertilization or fencing

All cut and fill slopes will be staked out at least every
50' on slopes with greater than 3' cut and lor fill to identify
where topsoil will be removed. Spoil storage areas also
must be staked so topsoil can be stripped and stored
prior to any other dirt wort<. All cut and fill wort< will be
balanced to minimize excess spoil material required
duri ng pad construction.

If excess spoil exists it will have to be incorporated
into the pad fill slope by compacting the spoil in six inch
lifts using water and rubber tire vehicles andior sheep's
foot rollers or placed in deSignated areas and stabilized.
The areas of the pad that will support the drill rig and any
other heavy eqUipment will be compacted .

No surface disturbance is allowed on slopes In excess of 25 percent unless erosion controls can be
ensured and adequate revegetation is expected. Detailed englneenng proposals. revegetation and restoration plans and a site specific environmental analysis will
be reqUired in these areas.
On producing locations spoil material will be replaced
as close to the original contours as the ptacement of
production facimies allows. Operators will be required to
reduce cut and fill slopes to 3: I or less. In those areas
where final spoil grading is not possible, spoil will be
graded to a gentle slope capable of maintaining a
temporary vegetation cover for erosion control. Terraces or elongated water breaks (erosion control measures) will be required after stope reduction. Facilities
will be required to approach zero runoff from the location
until the area is stabilized to avoid contamination and
water quality degradation downstream. Atl unused
portions of facilities on producing well locations will be
reduced to 3: 1 slopes or less, resurfaced with topsoil and
seeded with soil stabilizing species. Topsoil will be
taken from the storage pile and spread six inches deep
onto the unused portion and chiselled on the contour.
On well pads and larger locations, special attention
will be given to sections of the surface use plan covering
reclamation . This plan will include Objectives for successful reclamation including: soil stabilization, plant
community compos~ion , and desired vegetation density
and diversity. After they are constructed, reserve pits
will be evaluated to determine the need for lining.

All precautions necessary to stabilize structures will
be taken during construction.

CONSTRUCTION AND
RECLAMATION OF PIPELINES
AND COMMUNICATION LINES

During the construction phase, interceptor ditches
will be installed above the cut, where necessary. Collector ditches and sediment control structures. designed for
a 10-year/24 hr event, may be required below the fill .
Water, with a flow less than the 10-year/24 hr storm
event, will be diverted andior collected before being
discharged from the disturbed area.

Existing crowned and ditched roads will be used for
access where practical to minimize surface disturbances.
Pipelines are to follow new or existing roaas or existing
buried pipelines where rt is practical. The pipeline
trenches will not be placed in the access road borrow
ditches unless no other reasonable a ~emative is available.

Qualified supervision will be provided duri ng the

installation of all erosion control structures including the
construction of berms , dikes, trenches and the outslope
fill .

Generally, pipelines will be laid ~n the surface when
slopes are over 25 percent and where rock outcrops are
crossed. When possible pipelines should be built perpendicularto the contour in orderto minimize the amount
of area required for construction .
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Clearing of pipeline and communication line rights-ofway will be accomplished with the least degree of
disturbance to topsoil. Vegetation removed from the
right-of-way will also be reqUired to be spread to provide
protection. "utnen! recycling, and a natural seed source.
To promote soil stability, the compaction of spoil
material free of vegetative material back into pipeline
trenches following each lift replacement. The first lift
should be IS' deep to reduce the chance of puncturing
the pipeline. The rest of the lifts should be S' deep or
less. The soil berm above the pipeline trench shell not
settle below the original ground surface or rise any more
than 3' above H. Any areas that do not meet this
requirement will have to be brought in compliance and
reseeded. Water bars, mulching, and terracing will be
required, as needed, to minimize erosion. Instream
protection structures (e.g., drop structures) may be
required in drainages crossed by a pipeline to prevent
erosion.
When the need is clearly identified through an environmental analysis or monrtoring studies, linear disturbances will be fenced to protect the revegetated area
from damage due to domestic and wild animals and off,
road vehicles.
If linear facilities fOllOW the same right-of-way for all or
pan of the route. they will generally be required to be
constructed so that only one reclamation effort is required. Generally. they will be requined to be constructed either concurrently or during the same field

season.

GEOPHYSICAL OPERATIONS
All of the standard practices for surface disturbing
operations will apply to geophysical operations. The
most critical management practice is compliance monitoring dunng and aHer seismic activity. Compliance
inspections during the operation ensure that stipulations
are being followed. Compliance inspections upon
completion of work ensure that the lines are clean and
the drill holes are property plugged.

RECLAMATION
Reclamation wi ll be required on all disturbed areas.
On roads leH intactfor access purposes, the stabilization
of all disturbed areas, exceptthe running surface, will be
required.

Reclamation (by the operator or grant holder) will
inHiated as soon as possible aHer a disturbance
Construction of erosion and runoff control
placement of topsoil will be required aHer recomoUllng
Continued efforts will be required until satisfactory
etation cover is established and the sHe is stabilized.
Site-specnic reclamation plans will identity and
vide reclamation erosion control methods for
surface water impact for pipeline stream
Stream channels will be restored to DrelCOlnstructtor
grade and stabilized using appropriate
as nprap, gabions and bulkhead retaining walls,
hay beles, and sin fences.
The collection and analysis of soil samples
disturbed areas may be required as part of
planning to determine appropriate seed
nutrient deficiencies. Soil testing and
responsibility of the grantee or lessee.
determined by BLM) ma'~ irl<:tucle: IlH, :m8l:hanic4118l'l8ly'
sis, san, exchangeable sodium percentage,
phosphorus, and(or) potassium content.

APPENDIX A
Grading may be required to improve steep, long and!
or rough slopes in preparation for seed bed manipulations and planting.

imponant wildlife hebHat, provision will be made for the
establishment of native browse and forb species. if
determined to be beneficial for the haMat affected.

In particular, grading will be used to blend cut-and-fill
slopes wHh adjacent undisturbed areas winile mmimizing slope length, improving stability, neducing runoff, and
decreasing erosion. Grading will provide for uniform
distribution of spoil and topsoil. Grading will be used to
implement one or more of the following specialized
techniques; slope rounding, bench grading, stair-step
grading, contour furrowing and berm placement on top
of cut or fill slopes.

Topsoil will be distributed un ~ormly on the area to be
reclaimed. If there is between 2 to 3' of topsoil available
for reclamation. H may be mixed with the top 3' of
'acceptable" spoil prior to seeding the sHe. If 4' to 6' of
topsoil is available no mixing will be required. Following
topsoil applation, seed bed preparation procedures
will be determined on the basis of the physical and
chemal characteristics of the topsoil .nd the physal
nature of the arte rtseH. A friable, but firm seed bed will
be requined.

Snow fences, placed to increase snowfall depth over
a reclaimed area, and resheping to create shallow
depressions (to catch surface runoff) may be requined in
areas receiving 10 inches or less of annual precipHation.

Fertilization may be requined n there is evidence of
nutrient deficiency. If needed to produce
germination and growth, the topsoil and
species would be inoculated with soil mi<:roc'rglIinisms.
The sHe will be drill seeded or broadcast
exceed 30 percent or contain 35 percent surface
content).

If environmental analysis or monitoring identifies the
specific need, well srtes and sensHive areas along linear
rights-of-way will be fenced to protect the revegetated
areas from damage by domestic and wild animals and
off-road vehicle use. All fences will be buill in accordance with the BLM fencing manual and Wyoming State
Laws on legalfencing in effect at the time of reclamation.
Fences will be kept in a usable condition until reclamation has been accepted by the authorized officer. After
reclamation has been approved and the fences have
been removed, the authorized ollicer can then release
the operator or grantee from any further liability.

Coarse materials wHh large voids will be
or covened with fine textuned spoil material
topsoil placement to prevent sifting of topsoil into
spoil.

Off-road vehicle barriers will be installed, winere necessary, and will consist of boulders, pylons. brush piles
or other feasible barriers as required on a site-specific
basis.

Severely compacted soils will be cross-ripped to
depth of two feet wHh two foot centers in order
more desirable seed bed.

Seeding

During the operationall~e of a facility, (e.g. producing
well, manifold, microwave tower, block valve, etc.),
disturbed surface area not needed for operations will be
reclaimed. This will entail spreading stockpiled spoil
materials unto the areas to be reclaimed and then
spreading stockpiled topsoil over the spoil. The areas
will then be seeded and mulched as specified.
Stockpiled spoil will be replaced immediately after
abandonment of surface facilities. Spoil and topsoil
replacement will be completed at the first appropriate
time during the following field season (May - October) to
allow for fall seeding and mulching.

On all areas to be reclaimed, seed mixtures will be
required to be s He-spec~ic and will be required to include
species promoting soil stability. Livestock palatability
and wildlife habitat needs will be given consideration in
seed mix formulation. Interseeding, secondary seeding,
or staggered seeding may be required to accomplish
revegetation objectives. During rehabilitation of areas in

Final seed bed praperation will be scheduled for
completion immediately prior to seeding to maximize
seeding effectiveneSS and seedling establishment "
top
spraading is compteted on a arte during Spring
and seeding is going to be delayed until fall, a suitable
cover crop (BIn annual grass) will be broadcast seeded
for stabilization and weed control.

son

Alldisturbedareaswill be seeded using a drill equipped
with a depth regulator. All seed will drilled on the
contour. The seed will be planted between one-quarter
and one-he" inches deep. Where drilling is not pcxssible
(too steep or rocky), the seed will be broadcast and the
area raked or chained to oover the seed. If the seed
mixture is broadcast the listed rate will be doubled. The
seeding shall be repeated until a satisfactory stand, as
determined by the AO, is obtained.
Each operator will submH the seed certification tags
from each bag of seed used, upon request of the AO. In
addHion, the company will submHa list ol winat species
were actually seeded and the actual application rate for
each site.
The following are representative seed mixtures and
rates that will be used. The seeding rate will generally
be 12 -15 Ibslacre. The s8leding rate will be doubled ~
the s8led is broadcast.
SITES WITH TOPSOIL AVAILABLE: (Soil amendments and mulch may be required.)

APPENDIX A
Follow-up soil testing andior seeding or corrective
erosion control measures will be required on areas of
surface disturbance which experience reclamation andi
or erosion failure.

Treatments
Mulches will be applied on seed beds with high soil
erosion potential or where seed bed microclimate may
limn seedling establishment. Anymulchusedwillbefree
from mold, fungi, or noxious weed seeds. Mulch may
include native hay, small grain straw, wood fiber, live
mulch, cotton, jute, synthetic netting, and rock. Straw
mulch should contain fibers long enough to facilitate
crimping and provide the greatest cover. Some type of
matting may be required In more severe conditiOns such
as steep slopes, sandy soils, and other poor soil sites
which need sne condition modifications to enhanCe
seeding success.
The grantee or lessee will be responsible for the
control of all noxious weed infestations on surface
disturbances. Control measures will adhere to those
allowed in the Rock Springs District Noxious Weed
Control EA (USDI t9828) or the Regional Northwest
Area Noxious Weed Control Program EIS (USDlt987).
Ripping and chiseling will be used to break up c0mpacted soils, increase water penetration, promote rom
growth, and control erosion. Ripping (2' deep) WIll
normally be used on compacted spoil material and old
road beds prior to spreading topsoil. Chiseling on the
contour (12" deep) will be done after the sne is c0ntoured, ripped, the topsoil is spread, and soil amendments are added.
On srtes where quick establishment of shrub andior
small tree species is desirable, bare rooted and containerized species will be hand planted to supplement
drilling or broadcast seeding. Shrub species will be
planted in areas where wildlne forage is essential, mass
slope failure is possible, or along stream crossing to
facilitate site stabilny and wildlne habrtat restoration.

Hydroseeding may be requored on steep,
slopes which require the seed to be "anchored"
soil surface priorto a mulch treatment. Care will
to assure that the solution is not harmful to the seed
components.

AIR QUALITY PROTECTION
MEASURES
As projects are pianned that include possible
sources of air pollutant emissions, special air
protection related stipulations are added to au," pem,,,,
and rights-Of-way grants. In addition, the
nates with the Wyoming Department of E",';ronrr14,nta
Qualny/Air Qualny Division (DEOIAOD)
cess of analysis that may lead to the issIl8nc:e of D8lrmill

to
consIruCI
~ ::i::~~~:::
resulta
in theemission
technical sousc::rces:.
..
and(or) identification of additional stipulations to
applied to these permlta.
The release of hazardous air contaminants,
IarIy the emissions from sour natural gas
plants (a process used to remove H2S from

resulting In the emission of sulfur dioxide), is
concem. BLM requires indUSlJy to prepant
analyses of risks Involved willI thE, de1telopmE,nt oi
gas pipelines and trea1menI facilities. These
are designed to project impects both to the pubtic and
resoun:e values. Plant Siting will be scrutinized
provide lor public safety and to ensure that only
with the IaesI potentiai lor !he transport of pollutants
the wilderr14tSS are considered.
To aid In achieving these goals, aUM >nll c:onsur, M , "
the State ofWyoming,tha U.S.
and the public to ensure that mel mC>SlIl8CllnK;aJ1JI
em,;ronrr14mtally balanced, and economically
decisions are made.
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la . Type Of Work
I
N/A
Drill X
DEEPEN
pLOG BACK
17 . . . . _ _
b.
Type Of Well'1
N/A
Oil Well
Gaa Well X
Other
Single Zone
18..... _ Yaa: . . . .
2. Name of COIIIpany
I Jonah Federal.
McMurry Oil COIIIDany
I • . . . . ..
3 . Address of Operator
l~l~-~a~________
P.O. Box 220 . C!sp!r, WI a2602
110 . . . - _ _
4 . Location Of Well (At Surface)
I ::J.::o~nah=:..._____
1320' na. 1117' FEL (NE 1/4)
111. _ ... .. a .......
At propo ...... DeDth
S_
I sa , T28N,R10aw
14. Dist&nce(Miles) From Nearest Town or Post Off . 111 ._
I u._
Approximately ' 32 Mile.. Northwest of Farson,Wy.
ISUblette IWy.
10 . DOt..- ~ ~ loAu.. ta _Co...,...rt7
I 11 . . .. . , _ _ :a J..-.. I 1'7 . . . . Of ~ uu
u

l.--
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(a1..o
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~ ' ~.U" . _~1'_._~:.... . p-
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:1 . ll"'Q ~ t o - ... ~ DI' • •
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7-7/a"
M~:y

•a

I
1.920'
u . .......... -..u

I
1

I

160

I
I

zo . ..~ ..

10 . 300'
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Rota..-v
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. ec:. .:

7,161 ' Gl .
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~ St.&r..

!-Sa" 1.1993

9-5/a
I
36., J-55 1
2.500 '
1 AzlI>:=x.900sx To sur .
:-1/2
1 _ 1 7t . M-95
10 . 300'
1400' above all
!
I
I hyC.--oca...-=on !)a:: __~q :ones
Oil Company proposes drillin~ an Oppe~ Mesavaree ~.s~

acco~q ~~

~~e

!ollov~~q

plan:

•. Or:'1! a :2-1/4 " hole ':.:> 2 , 500 ' , set ;-5 / 8 " casi~C; ar.c. =e.'TlIL~':.
to s~aee .
2. Cr~11 a 7-7/8 " hole to 10,300'. l c~ , an~ i ! proc~=~~ve . 5e~
ar.d eemen-=. 5-1/2 " casi:lg . pe:!'orate and 5timula't.e as necess&.--y' .
3 . Ie well is uneconomdc, an aUL~orizat~on to plu~ anc abar.don
will be obtained .
EXHZBITS ATTACHED
A. Loca~ion " Elevation ?lat
E. Access Road Map " Wells in the
B . Dri l li ng Program
Area .
C . BOP Diag=am
F . Drill Pad
C . Su--face Ose Program
G. Cross Sections
Note : See ~hibit 0 ~or statement o~ bond coveraqa and selt'-certtit'ication.
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DRILLING PROGRAM

Attached to Form 3160-3
Company : McMurry Oil Company
Well Name' Number: Jonah Federal 1-8
Well Location: 1320' FNL 1117' FEL (C NE 1/4) ·

SEC. 8, T29N,RlOBW
Field: Jonah
County: Sublette
State: WyaDing
1 . Estimated Important Geological Harkers
Horizon
Wasatch
Fort Union
Lance
Upper Mesaverde
T.D .

Drilling
Surface
3,500'
8,700'
10,300'
10,300'

Dep~

2. Estimated Deeth of Anticioated Water, Oil , Gas or Minerals
Formation
Wasat:ch
Fort Union
Lance
Upper Mesaverde

Drilling Deeth
Sur::ace
3,500'
8,700'
10,300'

Remarks
WaterPossible
Water Possible
Gas

Gas

3. Coerator' s Minimum Seeci::ications for Pressure Con==l
A. ExlUbi t "C" is a schema~c diagram 0:: the blowout: preventar
equipment which consists of 11" 5,000 psi W.P. Double Ram
annular type, Hye..-aclic Preventer. All fill , kill an~
choke lines will be 5,000 psi W.P . .
B . Testing Procedure
1. Ram type preventers and associated equipment shall be
tested to approved staclt working pressure, and annular
type preventers shall be tested to 50% of the rated
working pressure, if isolati on by test plug, or to 70%
of internal yield pressure of casing if the BOP staclt
is not isolated from casing.
Pressure shall be maintained for at least 10 minutes, or until the requirements of the test are met, whichever is longer.
All BOPE tests will. be done by a tester and not by
the rig pumps .
The tests will. incl.ude a low pressure
test of 250 psi for ten minutes as well. as the hl gh
pressure tests discussed in Onshore Order No. 2
2.
Tests wil.l be run at the time of instal.lation, prior
to drilling out of each casing shoe, whenever any seal

subject to test pressure is ·broken, and at least every
30 days .
3 . All casing strings will be pressure tested to 0.22 psi/
ft. or 1,500 psi (whichever is greater) with rig pumps
prior to drilling the plug aLter cementing . Test
pressure will not excaed 70% of the minimum internal
yield of the casing.
C.

D.

Accessories to BOP's include upper and lower kelly cock
valves with handles and a t'loor sat'ety valve, drill string
BOP and choke manifold with pressure rating equivalent to
the BOP stack. The choke line, including vent and flare
lines will be a minimum ot' 2".
An accumulator unit will be used that has sut'ficient
capaci ty to open the hydraulically controlled choice line
valve (if so equipped), close all rams and retain a
minimum ot' 200 psi above precharge on the closing manifold
wi thout the use of the closing uni t pumps. The system
shall have 2 independent power sources to close the
preventers. Hydraulic cont--ols will be located at the
master accumulator and on the rig floor . Manual controls
(hand wheels) will also be installed on the ~lind and pipe
raInS.

4. Casing and Cementing Program
A. All new casing
B.

casing: 2,500 ' of 9-:/8", 36*/ft, J-:: and cement
to surt'ace. Camen~ will consist of approximately 900 sx

Sur~ace

Class "G"

Cemen~ .

C. Production cas:'"g: 10 , 300 ' of 5-1/2", 17* , P-110 and cement
to 400' above al l hydrocari:>on barring zones with Class "G"
Cement.
D. All hydrocarbon barring zones will be cemented or covered.
E . A float will not be used.
F . Pit volumes will be visually monitored.
G. A one man mud logging unit will be used t'rom 8,000' to TD.
5 . Mud Program
The mud system will be a low solids nondispersed system will

adequate stocks of supportive agents and other materials
which will be on si te to handle any anticipated downhole
problems, as well as any possible spills of fuel and oil on
the surface .
Fresh Water - Lime , Gal Spud Mud
0' - 2,500'
Water with light mud up if naeded.
2,500' - 8,300'
8,300' - 10,300' Low solids nondispersed mud
Mud Weight: 9.0 to 11.0 ppg
Viscosity: 35 to 50 seconds
Water Loss: 15 cc or less
6. Testini, 10igini and Corini Program
A. The primary objective in this well is the Lance Formation.

B. DST's are possible on shows ot' interest.
The following electric logs will be run:

C. Logging:
DIL/GR/SFL

FDC/CNL/GR

D. Coring:

to the bese of
surface casing
-OVer all zones ot' interest
-From TD

Possibility of one in the Lance Formation.

E. Well completion and stimulation procedures will be
determined following the evaluation ot' drilling results
and open hole logs. A "Sundry Notice" will be sul:mi ttad.
outlining the planned completion procedure at the time.
7. Abnormal Pressure or Temperatures
A. No abnormal temperatures of other problams are anticipated.
Anticipated static bottomhole pressure is estimated to be
5,700 psig.
B. 0 H2S is anticipated.
8. Mi s cellaneous Facets of Operation
I. Startini Date and Duration of Operations
The anticipated starting date is May 1, 1994. The drilling
and completion operations should be completed wi thin 45 dsys
after spudding the well.

II. Standard Condi tions of Approval
A. The operator is responsible for the actions of his
subcontractors. A copy of the approved APD must be on
location during construction, drilling and completion
operations.
B. All drilling operations will be in compiiance with Onshore
Order No.2.
C. It is understood that prior approval from the au! will be
necessary in there are any major deviations from the
drilling plan.
D. The spud date will be reported verbally to the au! ..~n..aa.....
Resource Area Orrice within 24 hours prior to spudding.
E. The Pinedale au! ofrice will be notified of the approx~at:e
date and ~ or the ~ting or all surface casing and
production casing. The notirication shall be soon enough to
allow a representative rrom this orfice to witness the
operation.
F. The Pinedale au! will be called prior to all BOPE tests,
with enough advance to allow a representative rrom the orrice
to witness the test.
G. All lines upstream and downstream or the choke manirold
will be straight or will gave tee blocks or targeted tees and
shall be anchored surriciently to prevent whip and reduce
vibration.
H. All shows of rresh water and minerals will be reported and
protected. All water rlows will be reported to the aU!'s
Pinedale Resource Area Office on the next business day. A
sample will be taken of the water flow and rurnished to the
Pinedale Resource Area Office. All oil and gas shows will be
evaluated for commercial possibilities and reported.
I. All Kicks during, i.e. inrlux of oil, gas, or water, will
be reported to the Pinedale Resource Area arter the now has
been killed. Information reported will be depth at ~ or
kick, mud weight in hole at ~ of kick, volume of pit leval
increase, initial surrace pressure, and kill mud weight.
J. Weekly drilling progress reports will be riled with the
Pinedale Resource Area Orfice.

K. Gas produced rrom this will may- not be vented or flared
beyond an initial, authorized test period or 30 days or 50 HCF
following its completion, whichever first occurs, without
the prior, written approval of the authorized orficer.
L. Whether the well is completed as a dry hole of as a
producer, a Well Completion and Recompletion Report and Log (Form
3160-4) will be submitted not later than 30 d8ys after completion
of operations. With the completion report, a diagram or the
wellbore depicting the completion report, a diagram or the
wellbore depicting the completion (showing packers, tubing, ect.)
two copies or each log run, core des=iptions, DST reports if
run, deviations surveys, and a geologic report detailing the well
history, formation tops, and a summary and conclusions.
H. Unless there is prior approval to the contrary, all oil and
gas measur~t racili ties will be installed on the well
location. Oil and gas meters will be calibrated in place prior
to any deliveries. The Pinedale Resource Area Orrice will be
probeded with a date and time for the initial meter probing and
calibration reports will be submetted to the Pinedale Resource
Area Office.
N. Approval of thes application does not warrant or certiry that
the applicant holds legal or equitable title to those rights in
the subject lease which entitle the applicant to conduct
operations thereon.
O. It is understood that this permit is valid for a period of one
year from the date of approval. If the permit terminates, any
surface disturbance must be reclaimed in accordance with the
approved plan.
Pinedale Resource Area Office Contacts:
Petroleum Engineer
Pet. Eng. Tec.

Greg Noble
Ken Jones

Pet. Eng. Tec.

John James

Resource Specialist Tom Curry

Home Phone (307)
Home Phone (307)
Mobile Phone(307)
Home Phone (307)
Mobile Phone(307)
Home Phone (307)

367-6419
367-2622
260-8105
367-6578
260-S0S9
367-6877

Rock Springs District Office Contacts (if unable to reach Greg
Noble)

Petroleum Engineer

Jeff Hunt

l e3

Work Phone
Home Phone

(307) 382-5350
(307) 382-5310

SURFACE USE PROGRAM
Exhibit "D"
Surface Use program

Attached to Form 3160-3
Company : McMurry Oil Company
Well Name' Number: Jonah Federal 1-8
Well Location: 1320' FNL 1117' FEL (C NE 1/4)
SEC.8,T29N, Rloew
Field: Jonah
County : Sublette
1. Existing Roads
A. Exhibits "An and "F" are surveyors's plats of the proposed
well site showing the location and elevation.
B. By road directions, this well is about 39 miles northnorthwest of Farson, Wyoming. From Farson, proceed north on
U.S. Highway 181 for about 27 miles to mile post 67.
Proceed west on an upgraded BLH road for appro~tely 10
miles. Turn left and proceed southwest about 3-1/2 miles to
the location.
C . All proposed access roads are shown on Exhibits "En and

"B".
D. This is a developmen~ well and all existing roads
one mile are also shown on Exhibits "E" , "E" .

wi~~in

E. The initial 10.5 miles of road after leaving the highway
will not need to be upgraded.
The remainder of ~~e .2
mile access will be newlv constructed. We will ~n tai n all
existing roads used, in the same or better cencii~on. Roads
will be maintained as necessarv to prevent soil eresion and
accommodate year-round t--affic:

F . If the access road is ~-y duri~g const~cticn, ci:~lling, and
completi on acti vities water will be used on the access road
to help road compacti on and minimize soil loss due to blowing
dus~.

C. Topsoil will be stripped to a depth of 6 inch.s and
stockpiled at the edges of the disturbed area on both
sides of the road . This topsoil will be spread back over the
slopes if the well is productive .
D. McMurry Oil will construct the access road and associated
drainage structures as approved and certified by the attached
certified plans .
E . If the access road is dry during construction, drilling , and
completion activities, water will be used to help road
compaction and minimize soil loss due to blowing dust.
F. The road will be regularly maintained in a safe, usable
condition. A regular maintenance program shall include, but
not be l~ted to, blading, ditching, culvart installation,
drainage installation, surfacing, and cattleqaurds , as
needed, Design, const--uction and maintenance of the road
will be in compliance with the standards contained in BLH
Manual, Section 9113 (Roads) and in the "Gold Book", "Oil and
Gas Surface Operating Standards for Oil and Gas Exploration
and Development, Third Edition .
G. Mc.'iurry Oi l Company has an existing right-of-way grant WYW
101906 over a portion of the proposed access road . A
standard Form 299 has been filed wi th the Pinedale Resource
Area requesting and additional access road right-of-way grant
for this well and o~"'ers.
3 . Location on Existing Wells (Exhibi t E)
Wells known wi th~" a two-mile ~us of ~~e location :
A . Water Wells : Two
B . Abandcned Wells: None

C . Temporary Abandoned wells : None
E . Di sposal Wells : None

2. Planned Access Roads
A. The final 3-1/2 miles will be a new road . The road will
be crowned and di tched with a running surface of
approximately 16' in wi dth, with a total disturbed width of
approximately 35', Exhibit E .
B. Construction is not permi tted and will not be performed
using frozen material or during periods when the soil
material is saturated, or when watershed damage is
l i kely to occur.

)01-/

F . Drilling Wells: None
G. Produci ng Well : Seven

H. Shut In Wells : None
I. Moni tori ng or Observation Wells : None

J. Proposed or permitted: Five

4.

Existing Production Facilities ·
A. There are seven existing production facilities operated
McMurry Oil Company in the area.
B.Prior to installing any production facilities, we will
have an approved sundry notice with a topographic overview
of the approved well.pad at a 1"-50' sca1e which well show
the proposed production facil.ity l.ayout, the areas of the
wel.l.pad not required for production and wil.l. be recl.aimed,
and the topsoil. source that wil.l. be avail.abl.e for final.
recl.amation when t-"le wel.l. is abandoned.
C.Al.l. above ground permanent structures (permanent means
on-sight for l.onger than 90 days) not subject to safety
racr.uremants shal.l. be painted by the Operator to bl.end.
wi th the natural. col.or of the l.andscape. The paint used
shal.l. be col.or which simul.ates "Standard Environmental.
Col.ors" designated by the Rocky Mountain Five - State
Interagency Committee. The col.or for this wel.l. wil.l. be
Carl.sbad canyon 2.5y 6/2.

5.

6.

Water Su=l.v
Water for ~"lis wel.l ~ill be obcained fr:m a ~ter
well. l.ocated in the NE 1/4 SW 1/4 OF Section 4,
T28N,Rl.OSW . . The water will be piped through a temporary
surface pipeline to the drill.site.
Source of
A. Any

Cons~~c~'on

9.

Well. Sight Layout
A. The dril.l. pad showing cuts and fil.l.s, are shown on
Exhibi ts "F" and. "G". Construction wil.l. not be done with
frozen material. or d uring periods when the soil. material.
is saturated, or when watershed damage is liltal.y to
occur.
B.

Al.l equipment and. vehicl.es wil.l. be confined to the
access road, pad. and. spoil and. topsoil storage areas.

C.

If dril.ling fl.uids are to be transferrecl from a
previousl.y dril.l.ecl well. in the Jonah Field. to this
location, the fluids wil.l. be tested in accordance with
DE~l Guidal.ine 8, before being transferred.

D.

The top six inc."les of soil well be removed from the
location inclueling areas of cut, fill and/or subsoil.
storage areas and. will. be stoc.~il.ed at the site.

E.

If there is snow on the ground at the time of pad
construction, al.l snow will be stoc.~piled to the
downhill. side of the pad.

F.

The reserve pit will be constructed wi~"l a min~ of
one-hal.f the total d.ep~"l below the original ground
surface on the l.owest point wi~"lin the pit, and wil.l.
be designed to prevent the coll.ection of surface
runoff. The reserve pit will be examined by the
operator and the authorized officer after const--uction
and prior to the aclcli tion of any fluids to d.ete~ne
if the material.s are permeabl.e and. potential.l.y capabl.e
of al.lowing transfer of pit contents to ground.water.

G.

The reserve pit wil.l. be fenced on three (3) nonworking
sides prior to, and. d.uring dril.l.ing and. on the fourth
side at the time the rig is removed, using woven wire
at least 28 l.nches high and. 2 top strands of barbed wire
with lO-inch spacing, held in pl.ace by line posts and.

Materials

const--uc~on ma~er~als,

insofa: as

c:~llinq,

will

be obtainQCi from private sources.
3. No cons~-uction materials will be obtained from Federal.
or Indian lands.
C. All sur=aca ma~e:~a2s will be obtai~ed f~om pr~vate
sources or ~"lrough agreement Wl.th the BLM.
7.

8.

F . Syphons, catchments, and. absorbent pacls will be used as
necessary to keep hydrocarbons prod.uced by the dril.l. rig
from entering the reserve pit. Pads wil.l. be elisposed of
in accordance with Wyoming DEQ requirements.
Ancill.arv Facil.ities
A. No airstrip, camp or other facil.ity wil.l be built d.uring
the dril.ling or compl.etion of this well..

Handling of Waste Disposal
A. Drill cuttings wil.l. be buried in the reserve pit when
dry.
B. Normal. dril.ling fl.uid., wil.l. incl.ude bentonite, barite,
and. water and wil.l. be hancll.ed in the reserve pit.
C. Any fluid produced during drilling tests or whil.e
making production tests wil.l. be col.l.ected in a test
tank. Any unavoidabl.e spill.s wil.l. be cl.eaned up and.
removed.
D. Sewage disposal. facilities will be in accordance with
State and. l.ocal regul.ations.
E. Al.l trash wil.l. be contained in a portabl.e trash cage.

wooden corner "H" braces.

1(7

c.
H.

McMurry Oil will compact any fill section o f the pad
that supports the drill rig and any other heavy
equipment to 95 % maximum densi ty as determined by
test T 99.

Seeding of all disturbed surface will be done using the
following seed mixture:
Species

Lbs. of pls/acre

Rosana western wheatgrass

6

Cri tana thicltspike wheatgrass

6

Indian ricegrass

2

Winter fat

2

10 . Reclamation
A.

B.

c.

I.

Rat and mouse holes will be t'illed and
bottom to top immediately upon release
rig from the location.
Drill cuttings and muds still ramain in the reserve
until dry. The reserve pit will not be "squeezed,"
"=owded," or "cut".The reserve pit will be bacltfilled
as soon after drilling and completion operations are
finished and as weather conditions will pe=it.
If the reserve pit does not dry, alternative methods
for drying , or removable of fluids , will be
If fluids will be disposed of by a mathod
other than evapo:ation or hauling to a DEQ approved
disposal p i t, prior approval will be obtained from the
BLM. Note: If disposal involves discharge or
t..-.msport , WYoming DEQ approvaJ. will be obtained .

D.

Fall seeding will be completed after SeptaDber 1
and prior to ground frost.

II. Plans for Rastoration and Production Facilities if the _11
is Producti".

A.

Topsoil from the berms and/or storage piles will be
spread along the cut and fill slopes of the access road .
Drainage ditches and culverts will not be bloclted with
topsoil and associated organic matter. The topsoil
areas will be seeded in the manner des=ibed in 10.C.,
utilizing the seed mixture detailed in 10. D.

B.

After recontouring, the unused pad areas will be
prepared as per i tam 10 .A., and will be seeded in
accordance with items 10 . C. and 10. D.

C.

A Sundry Notice showing the location of production
facilities will be submitted for approval prior to
installation .

D.

A dike will be constructed of non-porus material,
will hold 1. 1 times the capaci ty of the largest tanll:,
and will be i ndependent of the baclt cut.

Plans for Restoration If Well is Plugged

A.

B.

Topso il will be ciist:ibuted evenly over t.'1e entire
loca- ' on and aceess roaci, and the seeded prepared by
ripp1 ng the area to a depth of one ~oot, ~ol!owing the
contour and utilizing ripper teeth set on one foot
contours. Spreading will not be done when the ground
or topsoil is frozen .
All disturbed areas will be seeded using a drill
equipped with a depth regulator. All seed will be
drilled on the contour, and planting depth will not be
less than one-quarter inch and not exceed one-half
inch. Where drilling is not possible (too steep or
roclty) , seed will be broadcast and the area will be
raked or chained to cover the seed. If the seed mixture
is broadcast, the applied rate will be doubled. The
seeding will be repeated until a satisfactory stand , as
determined by the Authorized Officer is obtained. The
first evaluation of growth will be made following
completion of the first growing season after seeding.

11 . Surface Ownership

Surface ownership of all involved lands in the area is owned
The managing body is the
Bureau of Land Management, and their office is located in
Pinedale, WYoming.

by the United States of America.

---"---_.. "--=,"'--:.-: : . . =. : .":"_-----------~

t28n12 .
A.

B.

13.

Other Information

-.--- --- I

There will be no construction during times when ground is
frozen or using frozen material, or during periods when the
soil material is saturated, or when watershed damage is
likely to occur.
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Hick HcHurry
HcHurry Oil Company

307-473-2033

307-367-4478

Certification

,

The underSigned, on behalf of HcHurry Oil Company, hereby
certifies that said company is authorized to conduct
operations on the above described lands under the texms and
condi tions of Federal Le. .e WYW 125943. Bond coverage
pursuant to 43 en 3104 is being provided by Mc:Murry Oil
Company. The application bond is Statewide Federal
Bond No. SLR 06413968.
I hereby certify that I, or persons under my direct
supervision, have inspected the proposed drillsite and
access route; The statements made in this plan are, to
the best of my knowledge, true and correct. The
work associated with the operation herein will be performed
by McMurry Oil Company and its contractors and
subcontractors in conform! ty with this plan and the terms
and conditions under which i t is approved.
McMurry Oil Company
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The Area Manager, Pinedale Resource
Bureau of Land
Hanagament, Pinedale, will be contacted if there are any
questions concerning the above rehabilitation stipulations
at 307-367-4358.
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McMurry Oil Company
Jonah Federal 1 - 8
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Sublette County,WY
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APPENDIXE
ACRES OF DISI1lRBANCE BY VEGETATION AND SOn. TYPE
WELL
NUMBER
JF 1-4A

JF 1-8

JF 1-12

JF 1-13

JF I-IS

ACRES
PAD
3.1

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.1

ROADlPlPELINE
CORRIDORS
LENGTH1
ACRES
3.2

8.S

0.8

0.9

13 .9

JF 1-17

3.1

4.4

JF 1-18

3.1

0

2.500

6.600

600

700

10.800

3.400

0

/1 /

VEGETATION TYPE2
ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA.ORHY

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA.ORHY

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA. ORHY

Unknown

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

ARTR. CHVI. POA

WELL
NUMBER
SOn.s TYPE'

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40USCL 10-20SUSCL 20-40"
fra<: mudstone
soft sandstone
Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20"
UC/SIL 10-20"
CUC 4-20"
soft sandslone
soft shale
Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40"
USCL 10-20"
SUSCL 20-40"
frac mudstone
soft sandstone
Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40"
USCL 10-20"
SUSCL 20-40"
fra<: mudstone
soft sandstone
Map Unit 122
SCUC 20-40"
CUC4-20"
SIC 60"+
soft shale
Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40"
USCL 10-20"
SUSCL 20-40"
frac mudstone
soft sandstone
Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20"
UC/SIL 10-20"
CUC 4-20soft sandstone
soft shale

ACRES
PAD

ROADIPlPELINE
CORRIDORS
LENGTH1
ACRES

VEGETATION TYPE2

Son.s TYPE'

JF 1-19

3.1

4.9

3.800

ATGA.ARTR.AGSM .
POA

Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20"
UC/SIL 10-20"
CUC4-20soft sandstone
soft shale

JF 1-20

3.1

12.6

9.770

ARTR.ATGA.AGSM

Map Unit 122
SCUC 20-40"
CUC4-20"
SIC
soft shale

JF 1-24

3.1

2.6

2.000

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA.ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40"
USCL 10-20"
SUSCL 20-40"
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

JF 1-27

3.1

4.4

3.400

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40"
USCL 10-20"
SUSCL 20-40"
fra<: mudstone
soft sandstone

JF 1-28

3.1

7.2

S.600

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY.
STCO

Map Unit 110
FSUSCL 20-40FSUSCL6O"+
soft sandstone

JF 1-29

3.1

6.2

4.800

ARTR . ATGA. AGSM .
STCO

Map 126
LS 60-+
CUC 4-20"
soft shale

JF 1-30

3.1

9.6

7.S00

POA. ARTR. ATGA.
AGDA. CHNA. STCO

Map 126
LS 60"+
CUC 4-20"
soft shale

JF 1-32

3.1

0

0

Private Surface

JF 1-33

3.1

0

0

ARTR. CELA. POA.
AGDA

IdJv

Map Unit 115
SUSCUS6O-+
SUS/GR-S 60" +
Map Unit 113
L 10-20CL 20-40hard siltstone
soft shale

WELL
NUMBER

ACRES
PAD

ROADIPIPELINE
CORRIDORS
LENGTHI
ACRES

VEGETATION TYPE2

SOn.s TYPEl

WELL
NUMBt:R

ACRES
PAD

ROADIPIPELINE
CORRIDORS
LENGTHI
ACRES

VEGETATION TYPE2

son.s TYPEl
Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20'
UC/SIL 10-20'
CUC4-20'
soft sandstoue
soft siltstone

JF 2-4

3.1

1.9

I.SOO

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA.ORHY

Map Unil 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
fDc mudslone
soft Wldstoue

JF 2-17

3.1

3_7

2.900

ARTR. CHVI. POA

JF 2-5

3_1

L5

\,200

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA. ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
frx: mudstone
soft sandslone

JF 2-18

3_1

1.4

1.100

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA.ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV,L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
fDc mudstone
soft Wldstooe

2~

3_1

3 _2

2.SOO

ARTR. CHVI. POA.
AGDA.ORHY

Map Unit 116
SL4-20'
UCL3-IO'
FSL 20-40'
bard sandstone
soft shale

JF 2-20

3_1

1.7

1.300

ARTR. ATGA.AGSM

Map Unit 122
SCUC 20-40'
CUC 4-20'
SIC 60'+
soft shale

JF 3-7

3_1

3_2

2.SOO

JF 2-7

3_1

1.2

900

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA.ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
fDc mudstone
soft sandstone

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA.POA.ORHY

Map Unill14
SCL 10-20'
UCiSIL 10-20'
CUC4-20'
soft sandstone
soft siltstone

JF 3-8

3.1

L5

1.200

JF 2-9

3.1

1.5

1.200

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
fDc mudstone
soft sandstone

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20'
UC/SIL 10-20'
CUC4-20'
soft sandstone
soft siltstone

JF 3-17

3.1

0.3

200

JF 2-10

3.1

5.0

3.900

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

ARTR. ATG .... CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 12;
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

JF 3-18

3.1

8.9

6.900

JF 2-16

3.1

1.5

1.200

ARTR. ATGA. AGSM

Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20'
UC/SIL 10-20'
CUC 4-20'
soft sandstone
soft siltstone

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unil 127
UCNV-L 20-40'
USCL 10-20'
SUSCL 20-40'
fDc mudstone
soft sandstone

JF

/cJ3

WEll
NUMBER
IF 3-20

ACRES
PAD
3.1

ROADIPIPELINE
CORRIDORS
LENGm1
ACRES
3.2

2,500

VEGETATION TYPE2
ARTR,ATGA,AGSM

SOILS TYPE J
Map Unit 122

SCUC 2040·
CUC 4-20·
SIC 60·+
soft shale
IF 3-33

3.1

6.7

5,200

ATGA,ARTR,AGSM,
POA

Map Unit 106
UCL 60·+
FSL 60·+

IF 4-7

3.1

3.2

2,500

ARTR , ATGA, CELA,
AGDA,POA,ORHY

Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20·
UC/SIL 10-20·
CUC 4-20·
soft sandstone
soft siltstone

IF 4-8

3.1

11.3

8,800

ARTR, ATGA, CELA,
AGDA, POA, ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 2040·
USCL 10-20·
SUSCL 2040·
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

IF 4-12

3.1

1.0

800

ARTR, CELA, POA,
AGDA

Map Unit 113
L 10-20·
UCL2040·
siltstone
shale
OR
Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 2040·
USCL 10-20·
SUSCL 2040·
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

IF 4-13

3. 1

0

0

ARTR, ATGA, CELA,
AGDA,POA,ORHY

Map Unit 127
UCNV-L 2040·
USCL 10-20·
SUSCL 2040·
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

IF 4-17

3. 1

1.4

1,100

ARTR, CHVI, POA

Map Unit 114
SCL 10-20·
UC/SIL 10-20·
CUC 4-20·
soft sandstone
soft siltstone

WELL
NUMBER

ACRES
PAD

ROADIPIPELINE
CORRIDORS
ACRES
LENGTH 1

SOn.S TYPE3

VEGETATION TYPE2

JF 4-18

3.1

1.5

1.200

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA,POA.ORHY

Map Unit 127
lJCNV-L 20-40"
lJSCL 10-20"
SlJSCL 2040"
frac mudstone
soft sandstone

JF 4-29

3. 1

17.6

13.700

ARTR. ATGA. CELA.
AGDA. POA. ORHY

Map Unit 125
SlJSClJGR-SL
SlJS/GR-S 60" +

JF 4-32

3.1

3.3

2.600

ARTR, ATGA, CELA,
AGDA.POA,ORHY

Map Unit 106
lJCL 60"+
FSL 60·+

124.0

164.9

128,370

Jonah Nonh
Sale ppln

50.7

40,128

ARTR, ATGA, CELA,
AGDA,AGSM,ORHY

Unknown

Jonah West
Sale ppln

141.3

111,936

ARTR, ATGA, CELA.
AGDA.AGSM.ORHY

Unknown

356.9

295,218

ACRES!
LENGTH

TOTAL
ACRESI
LENGTH

124.0

I Length in feel. widlh is S6 feel for acc:ess
road/galhering pipeline corridors. Widlh for sale
pipelines is SS feel. 20-acre wareyard 1101 included
in cable.
2 Vegecative Key:
ARTR
Wyoming Big Sagebrush
ADGA '" Thickspike Whear,rass
ATGA = Gardner's Sallbush
AGSM = Wesrem Wheargrass
CHVI - Green Rabbilbrusb
ORHY - Indian Ric:egrass
CELA = Winrer Fal (Whire Sage)
POA - Bluegrasses
CHNA - Rubber Rabbilbrush
STCO .. Needle and Thread

LS ,. loamy sand
CNV -L .. very cbannery loam
GR-S - gravelly sand
GR-SL .. gravelly sandy loam

=

Deplh 10 bedrock:
10-20 inches (shallow)
20-40 inches (moderarely deep)
40+ or 60+ inches (deep)
Frac mudslone. soft sandslone. soft shale.
eu:. is Ihe rype of bedrock likely 10 be
found under soils less Ihan 60 inches deep.
These soils rypes have nol been field
cbecked for sire-specific identif.cation bul
are derived from Ihe Burma Road Soil
Survey (1988) loc:ared in Ihe Pinedale
Resource Area and Rock Springs District
offICeS. 1be Burma Road Survey bas
more detailed soil descriptions !han Ihis
repon. II is recommended thaI soils
information found in Ihis EA nol replace
on-sire investigation.

3 Soils Key:

L .. loam
C .. clay
SL - sandy loam
CL '" clay loam
SCL - sandy clay loam
SIC - silry clay
SICL .. silry clay loam
S- sand
SIL - sill loam
FSL .. rUle sandy loam

1;).6

